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Hello… And welcome…
To the December issue of your favourite FREE online 
carp magazine. I cannot believe that we are now 
almost on our 2nd birthday…. Fantastic stuff. Let’s 
keep it going…

Anyhow, winter is well and truly upon us and we hope 
you are still getting out there and catching fish. Wrap 
up warm, be sensible, keep that kettle boiling!! I may 
be somewhere near.

We, at Talking Carp, would like to wish each and 
everyone a very Merry Christmas and a happy and 
prosperous New Year.

May the fat man bring you some new fishing gear to 
play with, or if not check out the discount codes in 
this magazine to save you a few quid. Hazys Tackle 
is a good place to start… Pallatrax are doing all kinds 
of offers too... 

Anyway, enough from us. Have a great December 
and see you in the new Year.

Team Talking Carp 
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Inside your Christmas edition......

Articles-
Scott grant - Angels Above
Gary lowe - The calm before the storm
Dan winter - Talking Everything Bait
Alby Smith - A Different Outlook
Ethan Carper - An interview with Simon Bangert
Dan Winfield - The call of the Wild
Joe Beaverstock - 48 hours at Farlows Fishery
Ash Robinson - Red Leaves and Yellow Bellies
Howie Beaton - Last Call
Brett McPhee - Brett McPhee
Gary Lowe - Hook Sharpening

Reviews - 
Mark Galli - Summit Tackle, elite Tackle & Peak angling
Gary Lowe - 
Kryston Jackal, Taska Cutting tool, Taska Hook 
Sharpener & Taska Throwing Stick.

Catch Reports - 
scott Green, Brooms Cross, Darren Walter, Mark Faulkner 
& Ade Smith. 

Thankyou 
once again 

to our 
sponsors 

!!!
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Earlier on this year I 
was asked to go back 
to a quaint secluded 
lake in northern France 
“Angels Des Lac”. I 
had fished the lake in 
April this year for the 
first time and had a 
great trip, so when the 
date was finally here 
the butterflies started 
and so did sorting of 
the tackle and gear 
out.

 I was working late 
shifts the week leading 
up to the trip so the 
mornings were spent 
making sure my gear 
was ready and that 
I had everything I 
needed, as I didn’t 
finish work till 23:00hrs 
on the Friday and 
was being picked up 
at 05:30hrs the next 
morning, so once 
home it was shower 
and little sleep due to 
the excitement!!... I 
did manage to get a 
couple of hours in, then 
the alarm went off and 
the mrs woke me and 

I flew out the 
bed. She was 
busy sorting 
my snack/food 
bags bless 
her whilst I got 
myself ready 
and waited for 
the lads to turn 
up, they pulled 
up 10 minutes 
late, and I 
wasted no 
time loading 
my gear up, 
after a brief 10 
minutes the 
van was loaded, I gave 
my mrs a hug and said 
my goodbyes then 
I was driving to the 
tunnel. 

There were three of us 
on this trip the owner 
Martin and my long-
standing mate Chris, 
like me, Chris was so 
excited even though 
he’s fished a lake quite 
a few times he was 
like a kid at Christmas. 
It didn’t take long to 
get to the Euro tunnel 
and we only had time 

to grab a coffee then 
we were boarding the 
train. Taking the train 
is so much better than 
the ferry, and unlike 
the ferry it only takes 
30 minutes and you’re 
getting off at Calais. 
Once off the train it’s 
around a 4hr drive and 
with everyone in high 
spirits and only 1 stop 
off and didn’t seem that 
long at all. 

We arrived at the lake 
around 14:00hrs and 
after a well-deserved 

Angels Above 
by 

Scott Geezer 
Grant

Scott Grant
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was fished off a bush 
at 150 yards, the fish 
fought well and after a 
short while Martin done 
the honours and slid 
the net under a nice 
mirror, not massive by 
any means but more 
than welcome and with 
a weight of 24lb 8oz I 
was off the mark, with 
a couple of snaps done 
and the fish returned 
I wasted no time in 
getting the rod back 
out to the area. 

It was now pitch black 
and with my eyesight 
not what it used to be it 
was more of a mission 
getting it bang on. This 
is where a bait boat 
is invaluable, I didn’t 
want to row the bait 
out, in the daytime its 
fine (as long as a life 
jacket is worn) but a 
definite no no at night. 
With the rod out and 
hanger set, it was time 
for some dinner. As 
always Martin cooked 
an absolute banger 
and as we sat eating

coffee the draw 
commenced, Martin 
the owner gave us 
a rundown of how 
the lake had been 
previously fishing 
and what swims were 
doing what, there are 
2 double swims one on 
each side of the lake, 
both lakes are around 
2 acres with a 10ft 
channel joining them. 
The draw was made 
and Martin came out 
first, he chose to fish 
back right, I came out 
second and chose front 
left and Chris came out 
last and chose back 
left, as the daylight 
hours are not as long 
we got on with the 
task of unloading the 
van and getting set up 
before dark. 

It seemed to take 
me an age and with 
sciatica kicking in it 
made the task even 
harder, but a couple 
of hours later and 
everything was sorted. 
Rod-wise, I decided to 

fish 2 rods on the pro 
nut and 2 rods on the 
yet to be released fix8. 
Rigs were kept simple 
and as I was fishing on 
a clean gravel bottom, I 
decided to fish wafters 
in different colours to 
see what they wanted.
With the rods finally 
out, it was time for a 
well-earned cup of 
coffee, both Martin 
and Chris had finished 
before me as they 
didn’t take as much 
gear as me… lol. You 
could feel the buzz 
in the air we were all 
waiting for that first 
all-important take and 

wondering who it would 
be, all our remotes 
were on the dinner 
table and as soon as 
one of them breathed 
life it was sure we 
would all think it’s ours. 

A few hours passed 
and we were all feeling 
a lot more relaxed, 
then all of a sudden 
one of the remotes 
burst into life...!!...  as 
soon as I looked I 
knew it was mine and 
as I ran the 10 yards 
to my rods so did both 
Martin and Chris. It 
was hilarious, it was 
my second rod which

Scott GrantAngels Above
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dinner Martins receiver 
lit up. Martin shot off 
like Usain Bolt...!!!... 
Me and Chris followed 
and Martin played a 
blinder, that was until 
the fish got to the 
net...!!!..  It turned out 
to be an absolute unit 
of a bream...!!.. He 
really wasn’t happy 
and with me and Chris 
laughing it didn’t go 
down too well. He saw 
the funny side after 
and with the green light 
given the bream 
jokes kept us 
entertained 
all night, that 
was until we all 
went to bed, 
and for me it 
was a rough 
night… the 
bloody sciatica 
kicked in with a 
vengeance and I 
was up at 02:00, 
03:00 then 
04:00 and my 
alarm went off 
at 07: 00..!!.. my 
eyes looked like 

piss holes in the snow 
and I felt absolutely 
knackered. On the plus 
side the lake looked 
good for a bite, light 
drizzle pressure sitting 
at 1020 and a full 
moon later in the week.

 As the day wore on 
my side was lifeless, I 
didn’t see a single fish. 
Martin on the other 
hand had banked 5 
fish to just under the 
30lb mark. I know the 

fish move from front to 
back and I was hoping 
there were some still 
left on my side. Martin 
was now in high spirits 
and surely it was only 
a matter of time before 
he latched into the big 
girls.

As per normal Martin 
cooked another 
blinding dinner and 
for me & Chris, it was 
the best dinner of 
the week. Roasted 

pork belly with 
crackling. it was 
to die for, there 
wasn’t a bit left 
on anyone’s 
plate and it’s 
definitely one 
the mrs will 
be cooking 
me when I get 
home. We all 
went to bed 
satisfied and 
with a full belly 
Martin was 
surely in for 
more action 

and Chris would surely 
follow suit, it was just a 
matter of time. 

I had a much better 
sleep with the sciatica 
easing off a bit, and at 
07:00 my alarm went 
off. I sat watching the 
water coffee in hand, 
the mist was dancing 
across the surface and 
the silvers were clearly 
active, just as it was 
getting light my first 
rod twitched, and the 
alarm let out a single 
bleep. That got my 
attention and as the 

alarm beeped again 
I lifted the rod and 
was met with a lovely 
plump tench, not what 
I wanted, but as it’s my 
favourite species it was 
welcome all the same. 
The rod was re-baited 
and dispatched to the 
same area and were 
the fish on my side 
finally switching on? 
Only time will tell but 
I was more confident 
now as the carp aren’t 
usually far behind. 

Martin had a stunning 

mirror just under the 
30lb mark and as we 
sat drinking morning 
coffee we heard the 
atrocities over the 
radio of the nutter 
at Mandalay bay 
hotel in Las Vegas 
who shot dead some 
50-innocent people in 
the end and injuring 
200. What is this world 
coming to, here we 
are enjoying ourselves 
and at the same time 
people are suffering, it 
just doesn’t seem fair?
The mood had 
definitely changed and 

we all seemed 
a bit solemn. 
Martin’s rods 
were now on 
fire and he went 
on to land a 
brace of mirrors 
weighing in at 
34lb 8oz and 40lb 
exactly. I took 
some cracking 
photos for him 
and for once he 
managed a smile. 
As the day wore

Scott GrantAngels Above
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fish mixed together 
with a sweet taste, the 
boilies looked far more 
appealing and smelt 
awesome. Feeling 
more confident the 
rods were taken out 
to the areas one by 
one and given a few 
handfuls of bait, then 
it was just a matter 
of time to see if the 
change will pay off. 

Martin made a pukka 
brunch consisting 
of a bacon baguette 
smothered in melted 
cheese, that man 
knows how to please 
his customers. The 

weather had warmed 
up slightly and with 
the rain subsided the 
sun was shining to the 
point where we were 
all down to shorts and 
a t shirt. Martins swim 

seemed to of slowed 
somewhat and before 
we knew it the evening 
was upon us & time 
for dinner which was 
a lovely steak and ale 
pie cooked up by the 
master chef himself 
and was again another 
banging meal, we 
spent the rest of the 
evening eating sweets 
and treats. The lake 
looked good for a bite 
and the moon phase 
was 95% illuminated, 
only 2 days to the full 
moon, surely the big 
girls will come out and 
eat.

on the fish were clearly 
evident out in front of 
him crashing at every 
opportunity, my side on 
the other hand looked 
like a completely 
different lake.

As the sun rose on 
Tuesday morning 
Martin had banked 
another 4 fish which 
included a brace of 
34lbers, Chris was 
still waiting for his first 
fish and I decided to 
change everything 
around, I opted for 

a different baiting 
approach and different 
rigs. I wound all the 
rods in and changed 
them all over to stiff 

hinge rigs with 
a yellow pro nut 
and pro fruit pop 
ups, I put 10kg 
of pro nut and 
fix8 of mixed 
sizes into a 
large bucket and 
doused the lot 
with the pro nut 
stick mix liquid, 
and just kept 
transferring it all 
from one bucket 
to another until 
all the boilies 
were mixed and 

coated. This gives me 
the best of both worlds, 
nut and

Scott GrantAngels Above
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It was getting late and 
I was ready for my bed 
as I started walking 
towards my bivvy my 
second rod went into 
melt down, I was on 
the rod straight away 
and kept it high so as 
the fish would come 
into open water, it 
was a decent fish and 
was lunging at every 
opportunity, I was 
literally shaking this 
fish was fighting hard 
it took me at least 10 
minutes before the 
fish was out in front 
and ready for the net, 
as Martin slid the net 
under her he looked 
at me and said “this is 
a lump mate”.  I was 
elated and grinning 
from ear to ear, he 
lifted the net and once 
on the mat it was 
evident this fish was 
over 40lber. With the 
sling zeroed the fish 
went 41lb 8oz and 
what a fish it was, 
my baiting approach 
and rig change had 

paid off. Martin done 
the honours with the 
camera and took some 
very nice shots, just as 
I was returning the fish 
Martins receiver let out 
a one toner, he was in 
again...!!.. I repaid the 
favour and slid the net 
under a chunky 36lb 

4oz mirror, which in 
fact looked a lot bigger 
then what the scales 
were reading, I took a 
few photos then she 
was returned, I then 
had the task of getting 
my rod back out to the 
area hoping the fish 
were still feeding.

With everything done 
we sat round the 
dinner table drinking 

tea until 01:00 o’clock 
in the morning, both 
me and Martin were 

buzzing, and Chris was 
still to get off the mark.
The best was still to 
come did the big girls 
feed? Find out in part 
2.

I would like to 
thank the following 
companies for their 
products of which I use 
in my fishing.

Www.sharptackle.co.uk

Www.kudostackle.
co.uk

Scott GrantAngels Above
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Www.hookedonbaits.
co.uk 

Www.ridgemokney.
co.uk 

If you’re out on the 
bank stay safe, keep 
warm and remember 
its only fishing.

All the best
Geezer

Angels Above

#PARTICLEPERFECTION

SEE OUR FULL RANGE AT

HOOKEDONBAITS.COM
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The 
Calm 

Before 
The 

Storm 

by 
Gary 
Lowe

Well after the result 
of the local park lake, 
I was not going to be 
able to get back to 
any lake as the wife 
had booked a holiday, 
right in the middle of 
what would be some 
of the best month’s 
fishing coming up!! 
Yep the last two weeks 
in September, but I 
suppose two weeks 
in a whole year is not 
too much to give up. 
Well on the Tuesday 
before we were due to 
go to the Dominican 
Republic, I had a 
phone call from the 
travel agent saying that 
our flight was cancelled 
so we would not be 
going on the Thursday 
morning as booked. 
Instead we would be 
going on friday as the 
hurricane was going 
to go right over the top 
of the island. I thought 
right then, I could get a 
sneaky night in before 
we go lol. No, she was 
having none of it, so I 

would just have to wait 
till we come back. Well 
friday soon came and 
we were on our way 
and just hoping that the 
hotel was still standing. 
Finally, we landed 9 
hours later to what 
I can only describe 
as carnage!! The 
hurricane had definitely 
done some damage 
here, which was such a 
shame, luckily the hotel 
was okay, and we had 
a fantastic two weeks 
away. 

As soon as we 
got home I started 
planning my next trip 
to the syndicate. I had 
three nights free the 
following week, so 
the days leading up 
to the trip were spent 
sorting the gear and 
getting the bait ready. 
The bait was going 
to be mainline cell in 
mixed sizes of 15mm 
and 10mm, just to mix 
it up I packed some 
mainline prepared 

particle as well, this 
would be used to top 
the swim up and keep 
any carp grubbing 
around. Well I was up 
early on the Monday 
morning, kettle went 
straight on and I 
started to load load the 
car. Once the car was 
loaded and I had drunk 
my tea I set off on the 
two-hour journey to 
the lake. I arrived at 
the long muddy lane 
that takes you down to 
the car park, as I got 
closer to the gate using 
my headlights, I could 
see there was only 
one white van in the 
car park. The lake was 
not busy which was 
a result. This meant 
I could have a good 
walk round and see if 
anything was moving. I 
closed the gate, parked 
the car up and decided 
to go the left way 
around the lake. It was 
still dark at this point, 
so I grabbed the head 
torch and made my 

Gary Lowe
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got my gear and came 
back, a mist had come 
down, so I couldn’t 
really see the spots. 
I heard two more fish 
crash so I cast out 3 
singles for a few hours 
just to see if i could 
get a quick bite, plus 
I didn’t want to spook 
any fish out of the 
swim. I was going to 
use The Ronnie Rig 
on all 3 rods. I chose 
to use these as I no 
they wouldn’t tangle 
on the long cast. The 

boom section of the rig 
is made using taska 
deception in 30lb 
combined with a size 4 
curve shank, I’ve found 
the stiffness and size 
of line and hook combo 
gives me that perfect 
hook hold, hook bait 
I chose to start with 
the old faithful basic 
pineapple pop up. 

My three rods were 
cast out as far as I 
could, to where I had 
seen the fish. With the 

buzzers set, it was now 
time to set up camp. 
Once everything was 
up and sorted it was 
time for a cuppa, as 
soon as I fired up the 
kettle I heard some 
one walking down, 
it was the other lad 
that was here when 
I turned up. He was 
going home as he 
had been here a few 
days. He said, “that 
there was a lot of fish 
down the far end when 
I got there, but as the 
time had gone on they 
have drifted off, which 
is what they seem to 
do when up that end. 
This is why I would set 
up a few swims down 
from them and wait for 
them to turn up. Well 
them fish must have 
settled infront of me for 
the time being, we had 
a chat for a little while 
and he went on his 
way. 
Once I had finished my 
tea I started to sort my 
bait out, ready for 

way around the one 
hundred acre lake. Its 
woodland all the way 
round with a few bays 
that are reed lined. The 
first swim I came to 
was a swim they call 
‘The Lawn’. This swim 
has a big bay to the left 
that sometimes holds 
a few carp if the wind 
is blowing into it, so I 
sat there listening and 

looking to see if there 
was anything moving. 
Well after about 10 
mins I had heard 
nothing, so I moved on.

 After about 400 yards 
of walking through the 
trees I came across the 
next swim, known as 
‘The Oaks’. I sat there 
for about the same 
amount of time, as it 

started to get light, I 
could just about see 
out onto the main part 
of the lake. I was just 
about to move on when 
I heard a fish crash out, 
quickly looking around 
to see where it was. A 
long way out was an 
understatement, so I 
decided to sit there for 
a little while longer and 
in the space of half an 

hour I saw 6 
fish roll. A few 
were well out 
of my casting 
range, but 
the rest were 
just in range. 
I walked back 
to the car, 
loaded the 
barrow and 
set of back 
to the swim. 
Once I got 
there I stood 
at the front of 
the swim and 
looked out to 
where I saw 
the fish. In the 
time I had

Gary LoweThe calm before the storm
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ever-faithful green 
merlin in 15lb, with the 
no tangle gel, a size 
6 fang twister hook 
with a cell dumbbell 
hooker. All three rods 
were cast at the same 
distance with about 10 
yards between each 
rig. I sat down on a 
bucket at the front of 
the swim to watch the 
water. Surprisingly I 
had a phone call from 
a close friend who said 
he was on his way to 
do a quick night, he 
asked if it was busy 
and I told him there 
was now 6 people on 
and gave him an idea 
where they all were. 
He turned up at the 
lake at around 4 and 
after a chat and a 
coffee he decided to go 
in the next swim. This 
being just around the 
corner meant we could 
have a bit of a social. I 
let him sort his gear out 
and then we ordered a 
Chinese for tea. That 
evening we sat there 

and put the world to 
rights, drinking plenty 
of tea and coffee. 
During that evening we 
could hear a few fish 
jumping in front of us 
but couldn’t see them 
as it was dark. The 
nights are really long 
this time of year, so it 
was about ten when i 
finally got in my bag, I 
soon drifted off to sleep 
but was awoken a few 
hours later by a few 
bleeps on the left hand 
rod. Well I couldn’t 
go back to sleep after 
that, so I sat up and 
made myself a brew, 
hearing 3 more fish 
crash around where I 
had cast. Showing me 

there was still fish out 
there, I decided to get 
back in the bag after 
I had drunk my tea. 
But just as I had taken 
my shoes off, the left-
hand rod went into melt 
down, I was soon on to 
it and it felt solid. With 
a little resistance from 
me it then started to 
move slowly towards 
my left. The fight was 
slow and heavy which 
most of the time means 
it could be a decent 
fish. I was gaining 
line slowly when the 
bloody hook pulled…. 
I couldn’t believe it!! I 
was gutted!! All I did 
was put the rod down 
and sit on my bed,

when I baited up 
that afternoon. I sat 
there with my cutter, 
cutting up a few kilos 
of cell, just so I had a 
mixture of sizes and 
different shapes to 
spomb. While I was 
doing this the mist 
had disappeared and 
I could now watch the 
water. I saw two more 
fish within the zone to 
where I cast, it seemed 
the three cast i had 
done had definitely not 
spooked them. A few 
hours had passed, and 
it was getting near mid-
day now. Two more 
people turned up and 
they had gone on the 
opposite side to me but 
still around the same 
area. Thankfully the 
lake is so wide they 
wouldn’t be no-where 
near my baits.

I had decided to reel 
all three rods in now 
as I was sure it had 
passed bite time and 
I wanted to get some 

bait out there. So the 
marker was blasted out 
there to see what was 
about, all that I could 
find was soft silt, the 
marker was let up to 
check the depth then 
clipped up. I then used 
the range sticks to get 
the distance right for 
the 3 baited rods, I was 

fishing at a distance of 
around 140 which was 
going to be painful to 
get a few killo of boilie 
and a couple kilo of 
particle. After an hour I 
had finished baiting up 
and decided to change 
my hook bait and rigs. 
I went with my go to 
rigs. Consisting of the

Gary LoweThe calm before the storm
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which meant I still had 
a chance of a bite. I 
then saw another, this 
time it was close in, 
the fish had jumped 
a few times now and 
I didn’t no whether to 
put one rod close in 
on the fish that rolled 
or not. I saw two more 
fish out over my rods, 
so the move was a no 
go. There seemed to 
be a lot more fish out 
in the middle where 

no one could reach, 
so I thought I would 
leave them where they 
were just in case the 
fish that were out in 
the middle decided 
to move closer. They 
normally do this at 
night, but it was now 
daylight and I was 
unsure if they have 
moved out already. I 
would have to wait until 
dark to see if my plan 
had worked.

For most of that day I 
sat there just watching 
the water to try and 
get a picture of where 
the fish were and 
where they might 
move to or if potentially 
they remained in 
the same spot. Four 
o’clock rolled around 
and people begun 
turning up to do their 
overnighters. Three 
lad’s setups along my 
stretch of bank but

thinking what the hell 
did I do wrong? But 
these things happen I 
suppose, so I sat there 
for a bit then rebaited 
the rod, wrapped it 
on the range sticks 
and fired it out on to 
the same spot from 
where I had the take. 
Once I had sorted the 
rod out I got back in 
my bag and got some 
sleep. I woke up early 
just before it got light, 

got the bucket out 
and sat by the edge 
watching the water 
for any signs that the 
fish were there. Well I 
sat there for about an 
hour and didn’t see 
or hear nothing. I was 
hoping that I hadn’t 
blown my chance and 
that they hadn’t done 
the off to the other 
end of the lake. My 
mate came walking 
down to see what was 

happening and for 
his morning brew. We 
had a chat about what 
had happned and we 
both agreed that these 
things sometimes 
happen, after a few 
more coffees he 
walked back to his 
swim to pack up. As 
soon as he left my 
swim I saw a fish right 
on top of my left hand 
rod, proving I hadn’t 
spooked them, 

Gary LoweThe calm before the storm
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luckily nowhere near 
me. There were four 
lads on the other side, 
so it was going to be a 
busy second night and 
my last night. I was 
hoping that the fish 
would move back in on 
my spots, as I didn’t 
have to pack up the 
following day till around 
mid-day, meaning I 
would still have baits 
out on the spots for the 
early morning feeding 
spell. 
Well I had a nice chili 
con carne for dinner 
that night which I had 
been looking forward 
to, I put the stove 
on low, I then had to 
decide wether to rebait 
the rods. I knew the 
baits were on a nice 
clear yet soft silty area, 
so there was no real 
need to rebait, I left 
them there. I did put 
ten more spombs of 
cell and particle over 
the top of each rod, 
just to top the swim up, 
then set about finishing 

the chili. After I had 
eaten, the kettle was 
boiled ready for a nice 
brew and then onto the 
bucket at the front of 
the swim to watch the 
sun go down. It had 
got really chilly causing 
me to put my coat on, 

opposite to the night 
before which was quite 
mild. I hoped that the 
nip in the air wouldn’t 
put them of the feed, 
just as I had that 
thought I saw a fish roll 
way out in the middle, 
past my spots but at

least I had seen one. 
As it was getting darker 
and darker I started 
losing site of my spots 
but I still sat there 
watching and listening 
for fish. As the evening 
passed I had heard a 
few fish but nothing like 
the night before, the 
fish had either moved 
or the weather had put 
them off. 
Well I decided to get 
in the bag at around 
10pm as I was getting 
cold, once in the bag 
I became as warm as 
toast and I soon drifted 
off to sleep. What a 
comfy night sleep I 
had, I didnt wake up 
once so that meant no 
fish for me, I wasn’t too 
pleased about it but 
never mind.
I swung my legs out 
the bag and could see 
a nice mist had drifted 
over the water, once 
I put the kettle on the 
steam and heat from 
it soon warmed me 
up. I got the bucket 

back out, sat there 
watching the water as 
the sun come up over 
the trees. Suddenly 
I had a bleep on the 
left had rod, I spun my 
head round to look, 
it bleeped 2 more 
times, the indicater 
just twitched a bit so 
I looked at the line to 
see it tightening. As 
I leant into the rod it 
powered off to the left, 
the same way the other 
bite did yet this felt 
different, this wasn’t 
slow or solid it was 
moving fast. I put a 
little bit of pressure on 
it to slow it down and 
I started to gain some 
line back, all I had to 
worry about was the 
big weed bed in front of 
me at about 60 yards. 
As long as the led had 
come off and I kept the 
fish high I shouldn’t 
have a problem, 
the fish was getting 
closer and closer to 
the weed and then 
all went solid. I kept 

the pressure on the 
fish and could feel it 
moving slowly towards 
me, the problem I had 
now was that I was 
bringing in a big weed 
bed too, I just had to 
hope the fish was still 
on. I could still feel it 
kicking now and again 
which meant I was in 
luck, ten yards out the 
fish broke free from 
most of the weed and 
I was back in contact. 
It was now kiting to my 
right up the margins, 
I sank the other two 
rods so I didnt get 
caught up in them, and 
slowly pumped it back 
till it was infront of the 
swim. After another 
five minutes of back 
and forth with it, I had 
it in the net… a lovely 
mirror that looked a 
good mid twenty.

 I made sure the 
fish was safely in 
the net and then got 
everything ready, mat, 
sling, scales and 
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cell and the power 
particles. Well I picked 
up the first rod and 
cast it out to the spot, 
hit the clip, then left 
the rod on the floor 
with the tip as low in 
the water as possible 
to ensure the line 
sank to the bottom. I 
then measured up the 
next rod on the range 
sticks and put it in the 
clip, added fresh bait 
then cast it back on 
the spot. I then did 
the same as the first 
rod to keep the line on 
the bottom, after five 
minutes the rods were 
placed back on the 
rests. 

Just as I 
had sat 
down to 
put the 
kettle on 
one of the 
lads that 
had gone 
down the 
far end, 
came 

walking past all 
packed up and going 
to work. After a quick 
chat he said his 
congratulations and 
off he went, I couldn’t 
believe that i had two 
fish in such a short 
time. I took my tea and 
sat on the bucket at 
the front of the swim 
watching the water for 
the next few hours, but 
I never saw another 
fish, so I began to 
do a slow pack down 
and just as i picked 
up the last rod to reel 
it in, a fish crashed 
out right on the spot. 
O well that’s life it 

was time for me to go 
anyway… Chuffed was 
an understatement, 
with what I had caught 
anyway. I would have 
liked one of the big 
girls but there is always 
next time. The two-big 
fish have still not been 
out this year, they were 
both out last winter 
one at 52lb and the 
other at 50lb, so this 
winter they might be a 
bit bigger when they 
see the bank. I loaded 
the car and was off on 
the long journey home, 
on the way all I could 
do was think about 
getting back down and 

catching 
one of the 
biguns. 
Well you 
will have to 
wait untill 
next month 
to see if I 
have one… 
fingers 
crossed. 

Milky     

camera. Once on the 
scales the needle 
swung to 27lb… I was 
well happy with that, 
so a few self takes 
and she was sent on 
her way. I still had a 
good few hours left to 
get another bite so I 
rebaited the rod with 
a fresh cell dumbbell, 
then wrapped it to 
the correct distance 
on the range sticks. 
Just as I was going 
to cast back out, the 
middle rod went into 

melt down causing me 
to drop the rod in my 
hand and lean into the 
screamer. It darted to 
the left once again, 
(every take I’d had, 
had gone to the left), 
the more pressure I 
put on it the closer it 
came to the bank yet 
still a long way down, 
so I had to pump it all 
the way back. After a 
spirited fight I managed 
to finally net the fish, 
it was another mirror 
about the same size 

was my first thought. I 
had all my stuff ready, 
so it was a quick 
unhook and into the 
weighing sling and 
on the scales, she 
went… just under 26lb! 
A few self takes and 
she was slipped back. 
That’s two fish in quick 
succession, one fish 
on a forty-eight-hour 
session is good going 
but I had three takes 
and landed two, they 
must definitely have 
been tempted by the
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Well I’ve managed to 
miss a couple articles, 
my baby boy is here! 
As you can imagine it’s 
been a hectic 8 weeks 
for me. But on to more 
important things, let’s 
talk fishing, and this 
month, I want to talk 
about bait. Bait is such 
a personal thing and 
everyone has their own 
take or opinion on what 
makes a great bait or 
what baits are great 
(there’s a difference).  

For me, owning 
Baitcraft certainly 
means I’m thinking 
about bait probably 
more than my Mrs 
would like me too, but 
it’s something that 
fascinates me and 
will continue to do so 
probably for as long 
as I can hold a fishing 
rod. Unfortunately 
though, even though 
sharing a bait company 
does have its benefits, 
it doesn’t hold all the 
answers and I can’t 

confess to being the 
next Gary Bayes or 
Geoff Bowers. I do 
however know people 
that could be. A bait 
man through and 
through and a close 
personal friend of 
mine Josh Jackson, 
who I’ve spoken about 
in previous articles 
and share a lot of my 
fishing with, will be 
having his input later 
in this article as a little 
treat for you all.

Let’s get down to some 
serious bait talk before 
I go on too much and 
you all start losing the 
will to live!

As many of you know 
from my piece in the 
magazine, I am a 
massive sweet corn 
abuser. But I do like 
to use boilie too and 
it’s something I think a 
lot of anglers if not the 
majority use, but not 
many fully understand. 
What I mean by that 

is what a boilie really 
is. Way before I got 
into bait I just thought 
a boilie was some 
basemix with flavours 
and egg, boiled, dried 
out and bagged. 20 
years ago that was 
more likely to be the 
case. However now 
days, it’s a far different 
story.

The bait industry has 
been expanding and 
it’s not that simple 
anymore. Baits blow 
and stop working as 
carp start to recognise 
certain food signals 
with getting caught. 
Fishing pressure has 
increased with the 
number of anglers 
rising every year 
literally tonnes of bait 
is being introduced 
to our waters and 
for a lot of the high 
pressured waters, fish 
are sussing it out and 
making them harder 
to catch. The humble 
boilie has to be far 

more than just a 
flavour. Now it has to 
react or have the word 
‘Amino’ stamped on 
the bag. The script 
has changed with 
so many ingredients 
more readily available 
and it becoming a 
more cost effective 
way to produce half 
respectable baits 
in your shed for 
less money than it 
costs to buy from 
a shop. People are 
experimenting and 
there’s an absolute 
tonne of bait 
companies out there 
all professing to have 
the next big bait that’s 
‘smashing waters 
apart’. 
But what makes good 
bait? What is it that 
keeps getting you bite 
after bite? What makes 
fish literally go out in 
search of the food your 
offering? As much as 
I would like to tell you 
all my own thoughts 
straight away, I’ll pass 

the article over to Josh 
who go into things into 
better depth than I can. 

Josh Jackson:

Bait is a massive part 
of the puzzle and 
therefore, considerably 
important to get right. 
Lakes have a constant 
flow of different bait 
going in them year in 
year out. This means 
the carp have a huge 
choice and without 
doubt the first baits to 
go are baits that’s offer 
them what they need, 
energy and nutrition. 
I’m a strong believer of 
Fred Wiltons theory on 
high nutritional value 
bait, it is always made 
sense that any animal 
in their environment 
is always going to 
source the food with 
the most nourishment, 
its survival instinct. 
As a carp angler your 
always looking for 
an edge over other 
anglers using different 

bait so I’ve always 
been intrigued and 
wanted to exploit bait, 
seen as that is what 
we’re trying to get them 
to pick up. 
This is the reason why 
up until last year I had 
always rolled my own 
boilies. Solely because 
I know exactly what’s 
going in it, so that I 
could adjust my boilie 
to manipulate the carp 
dependant on the 
water. As of last year, 
I stopped rolling my 
own bait started using 
Baitcraft’s bait due to 
knowing and trusting 
what’s in the bait 
which is what gives me 
confidence. 

What is it in bait 
that gives you that 
confidence?

You want 2 things from 
a bait you want them to 
be attracted to it in the 
first place which comes 
in the form of 
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and knowing that 
there’s not going to be 
a hook in what they’re 
feeding on, whilst also 
being their natural diet. 
Not to mention that us 
as anglers make it very 
easy and predictable 
for the carp to be wary 
of our boilie as we all 
do the same thing. 
Straight out the bag 
15mm round baits, 
if everyone’s doing 
this, they’re going 
to associate it with 
danger. It’s the different 
edges in what we do 
with our bait where the 
success comes. These 
days as our waters are 
so pressured that when 
I started rolling bait 
this highlighted it to me 
massively. As I was 
testing different mixes 
id see how fish reacted 
and id commonly 
see areas of boilie 
where fish would pass 
over and not feed. It 
was when I started 
experimenting with 
highly soluble boilies 

that I figured why they 
weren’t feeding.
 
I introduced this highly 
soluble bait in amongst 
the existing bait in the 
snags I returned 4 
hours later to find my 
bait gone and the other 
bait still sat there. The 
bait that was sat there 
was a bait made from 
a respected company 
and had caught a lot 
of fish from the lake 
so I knew they fed 
on it, they just fed 
on my bait quicker. It 
got me thinking. After 
observation and more 
bait introduced I could 
only put it down to 
the fact that my bait 
was washing out and 
becoming soft a lot 
quicker than the bait 
that was already sat 
there. From then on 
I washed my baits 
out and the captures 
followed because my 
baits where deemed 
safe by the fish due to 
the fact they looked 

like they had been 
sat there for a day. 
Also, because the bait 
had already started 
breaking down it’s 
easier for them to 
digest. 

Another massive edge 
with bait I’ve seen over 
the years is introducing 
a lot of boilie to 
establish and get the 
fish to recognise it. By 
this I mean pre-bait 
with your boilie and 
make it a food source 
or regular part of their 
environment, they 
will actively source 
out the bait and will 
go over other bait to 
get to yours because 
they know and trust 
what that bait has to 
offer them. I.e. they’ve 
eaten it before and 
know that it gives them 
nutrition and energy. 
In conclusion to what 
makes a good bait, 
once you’ve got a good 
nutritional boilie that 
ticks the boxes,

stimulating the carp 
to feed on your bait 
through there olfactory 
system. The 2nd is 
for the carp to get 
something from the 
bait by this I mean a 
‘feel good’ be it through 
nutritionally satisfying 
them or a quick energy 
release through a 
sugar rich bait. If these 
2 things are right in a 
boilie along with all the 
nutrition they require 
you can be confident 

that your baits working 
for you. It is these 
things that keep the 
carp returning to your 
bait again and again, 
offering the carp little 
balls of nutrition that’s 
an easy meal rather 
than the carp having to 
feed on various natural 
food that requires a 
lot of energy to be 
dug out of silt and 
weed. Not forgetting 
that all natural living 
organisms in our lakes 

are a lot smaller than 
any boilie we’re putting 
in meaning they have 
to eat a lot more to get 
the same nutrition. 

So why do they 
even feed on 
naturals when 
we offer them 
everything in a 
boilie?

I believe it comes down 
to them feeling safe 
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energy from natural 
sugars contained 
within the seeds we 
use, there’s also a 
fair bit of protein and 
carbohydrates that 
can be extracted 
easily from particle. I 
often like to compare 
sweetcorn to carp 
as chocolate is to 
humans. We can’t live 
on chocolate but if we 
get the opportunity 
to gorge on it then 
we will. That’s also 
possibly why most 
particles aren’t quite 
as effective in the 
winter, because fish 
know the energy they 
use looking for a meal 
needs to be for food 
with a good nutritional 
value because that’s 
what they’re craving. 
Also take a look at 
some of the boilie 
on the market. I’m 
not going to name 
companies but there 
are some really bad 
boilies out there. And 
when I say bad I don’t 

mean dangerous but 
just lacking anything in 
nutrition. Essentially, 
they have a colour 
and flavour package 
and they’re round, 
that’s about it. Maybe 
some bird mix in there 
to make the bait look 
better and break up, 
but on paper you would 
be better off going 
and fishing a grain of 
plastic. But somehow, 
they catch fish! And 
in numbers! Single 
hookbaits a prime 
example of how foam 
ball or piece of plastic 
can catch fish out with 
no value to it what 
so ever. So, what’s 
happening?
Fish feed by smell but 
they also have pretty 
good 
vision, 
contrary to 
belief, and 
sometimes 
fish will 
feed purely 
on sight or 
curiosity. 

The question for you 
guys to answer as 
anglers, is what to do 
on the day when you’re 
fishing. That’s where 
your watercraft comes 
in and what separates 
the boys from the men, 
and the girls from the 
women, not forgetting 
our female readers 
there. It’s down to you 
to decide how much, 
where, when, what bait 
and how to present 
it. There’s clues all 
around you, just keep 
your eyes peeled for 
them and the rest 
should come naturally.

Tight lines!

Daniel Winter 
‘Gone fishing’

make sure you’re doing 
what you can to make 
that boilie look as safe 
as possible. Doing 
what you can to make 
it as easy digestible so 
the fish are not sat in 
the weed digesting bait 
when they could be 
feeding for longer. Also 
try and establish it as a 
food source so you can 
encourage carp into 
hunting out your bait.

Thank you, Josh,

There’s literally nothing 
like an expert’s point 
of view, and for me 
Josh is certainly 
one of the few 
people whose 
insight I trust 
and value as 
much as my 
own when it 
comes to bait. 
With every point 
of discussion 
there is always 
two sides to the 
story though, 
and it’s no 

different in this case. 
Josh and I along with 
many other top anglers 
I know all believe 
in HNV baits (high 
Nutritional Value) but 
throughout the history 
of carp fishing, there is 
also a trend that fights 
that theory. 

Sweet corn is proof 
that baits don’t always 
have to be high in 
a nutritional value. 
Corn most of the 
time gets eaten and 
then digested and 
eventually pushed 
out, and it stays in 

pretty much the same 
condition it went in. In 
fact that’s pretty much 
how all particle baits 
seem to come out once 
digested. But carp love 
particle, especially in 
the summer months 
as we all well know. 
So why the attraction? 
There’s tonnes of 
natural food, there’s 
anglers high packed 
super food, so what 
is so appealing about 
particle that fish love? 

I believe it comes down 
to offering fish a source 
of fast, quick released
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I’ll waste no time and 
get straight in to my 
news, as I’m sure 
you’ve been waiting to 
hear.... 

Shortly after I wrote 
my blog 2 issues ago, I 
applied for the position 
of a team member with 
Pallatrax, after about 
a week that seemed 
like a life time, I heard 
back from them. With 
not wanting to jinx it, 
I didn’t tell anybody 
about applying but 
when the email came 
through, I called a few 
people I know, and the 
news quickly spread!! 

With many 
congratulations sent 
my way it was back to 
the drags of life. 

The next few days 
were manic for me, 
yet I managed to join 
the team page on 
Facebook, with this 
my phone didn’t stop 
pinging and 

notifications were 
killing my battery life. 
Normally this would 
get on my nerves but 
this was different! The 
difference was that it’s 
my team... not cold 
caller’s. Right then 
back to the Ness of 
fishing I’ve 
only been out a few 
times.

With the weather 
getting colder and the 
need to get out zigging 
I planned to fish the 
rezzy (reservoir) 
Tuesday, with not 
much prep needed I 
made my way down to 
the rezzy late Monday 
night instead as I 
discovered my two pals 
were there doing the 
night which meant I 
could catch up and be 
there ready for the day 
zigging.

The morning soon 
rolled around, and it 
was before dawn when 
I started to get the 

rods ready, I chose a 
distance of 16 wraps 
(around 60 yards) then 
tied 14ft zigs to both 
rods and sent them 
out. I then spodded a 
sloppy mix over the 
top of the spot. After 
about 30 minutes it 
started to get light, so 
I recast both rods and 
went back over with 
the sloppy mix, making 
sure both rods are on 
the money and the slop 
right in the middle 
is key to have a 
successful session. It 
must of only 
been a few minutes 
before the bobbin hit 
the blank and I was 
away... 

a nice little common 
around 10lb was the 
first fish to hit the bank 
more than welcome on 
a zigging session. After 
sorting the fish and 
applying fish care 

I slipped him back 
and reset the rod and 
continued 
to send out the slop. 
It went a little quiet 
for around half an 
hour and I sat back 
wondering if he was 
just a lucky fish. I 
decided to make my 
zig rigs shorter, the left 
one I took off 2ft of line 
and my right one 4ft. 
Within minutes of 
casting them out my 
left-hand rod was 
away, this 
time peeling line off 
the spool. After a good 
scrap and landing the 
fish 

a swim down I slipped 
her in the weigh sling 
and she swung round 
to 15lb.... a lovely 
specimen of common 
carp and definitely one 
with a bright future. 
I went on to have 
another 2 more 
commons and a mirror 
all around the 11lb 
mark, so once again 
fish care products 
applied to all 3 and 
returned them safely. 
By now the time was 
getting on a bit and 
was close to lunchtime, 
with only a little slop 
left and not much time 
I got the rods back 

out and the remaining 
slop went out over the 
top. It must have been 
30 minutes or more 
before the right hand 
screamed into action.... 
after getting to the rod 
very quickly, I tightened 
up the clutch and lent 
back, the fight was 
immense and took a 
while to get her in as 
she just kept digging 
for the lake bed, but 
finally I slipped the 
cord over
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a stunning looking 
common which 
weighed 15lb!! 
Once I had taken a few 
stills, she was slipped 
back and with that I left 
on a high. 
After getting home 
that night me and the 
missus sat down after 
dinner and begun 
to look through the 
Pallatrax catalogue 
to see what I might 
choose for my first 
order. We decided on 
a few different bits, yet 
it wasn’t going to be 
until Monday before I 
order them!! The days 
went by slowly until 
Friday afternoon when 
I went to collect my two 
girls from school, as it 
was our weekend to 
spend together I had a 
ram packed weekend 
planned.... before I 
knew it Sunday rolled 
round, my worst day of 
the week, time to get 
the girls back. 
It was now well into 
Monday before I got 

to get on the Web to 
order the bits and bobs 
from Pallatrax and it 
wasn’t long before I 
had an email 
confirming that it 
had been received. 
Two more days until 
I could get my hands 
on anything Pallatrax 
which I didn’t think was 
too bad. 

Factory to door in just 
two days... seems very 
fresh to me! 
The morning of 
delivery came, and I 
had my pal Scott with 
me, we both kept clock 
watching like hawks. I 

had a text to say that 
the driver 
would be there within 
15 minutes so sure 
enough he took 15 
minutes to arrive... 
once signed for and 
back indoors we tore 
open the box and got 
looking through all the 
stuff that lay before us. 
Opening packets 
of new bait with my 
pal Scott (the smell 
master) was great, 
wasting no time tying 
rigs, testing the bait 
with my fish Oscar 
and his gang of 
cichlids, ending the

evening with a short 
video for my 
page on Facebook 
(Smithy the carp 
angler) explaining what 
I had been up to and a 
little fun teaser of the 
Pallatrax range. 
The next morning 
almost all of the 
excitement turned into 
questions about how 
I would apply the new 
bait and tactics to my 
fishing, I turned to my 
partner and expressed 
how being a part of 
Team Pallatrax would 
be a massive change 

and almost flips 
everything on 
its head. Then the 
videos and live feeds 
began on the team 
Facebook page, where 
I found my questions 
like.... how do I even 
mix this stuff? 

Are the rigs that I have 
tied even correct? How 
often should I recast 
this “method mix”? 
Shortly after the first 
few videos had gone 
live, 

my questions were 

being answered and 
the worry and troubles 
I might face began 
turning into confidence 
of using these 
products. I felt more 
confident about this 
way of fishing than any 
other way I’ve been 
shown, taught or learnt. 
Which just lead me to 
want to hit the bank 
even harder than ever 
before! Before I could 
get out there was 
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was a little prep 
work involved in this 
method, I had to get 
the stonze 
soaking in the jungle 
and meat beast juices. 
I then had to soak the 
hydra black snails 
overnight for them to 
expand and be usable 
and tie some fresh rigs 
to coincide with what I 
had learnt. Once I had 
done all the prep work I 
set it all aside ready for 
my next trip out.

A week of madness 
went by with no fishing 
involved it was now 
time to get the rods out 
down the club water on 
a 48-hour birthday 
session with 3 others, 
Scott, Ash and Ryan. 
Well the day started 
out quite late and we 
managed to get down 
to the lake of choice, 
which was Franklins. 
We chose an area of 
the lake that had done 
a few fish to date but 
knew it wasn’t going to 
be easy! I settled on a 

peg know as ‘Aerator’, 
with the spots checked 
it was now time to bait 
up each spot. As I was 
only fishing out 45yrds 
I could use the catty to 
send a mix of jungle 
and meat beast 14mm 
squabs, I then fished 
the method mix around 
a stonze over the top. 
My rig and hook bait 
choice were a short 
steam link and a snail 
on the hair, I planned 
to recast every one 
and half hours and top 
back up with ten to 
fifteen squabs every 
time. 

Sometime went by and 
a few cast later I found 

myself and the lads 
sitting down eating 
burgers and enjoying 
a tinny. With the rods 
staying still, I had two 
options, 1) to recast 
and Rebait it, 2) leave 
the rods 
out and add a sprinkle 
of bait to the spots..... 
I chose to leave the 
rods would be the 
best option as it was 
already dark and if 
there were fish in the 
area I would definitely 
spook them. 

I went back up to the 
lads and carried on 
with the social until 
around 10pm, on my

water, with nothing else 
happening I 
got into my bag and 
settled in for the night. 
I awoke to the sound 
of my phone alarm 
around 6am peered out 
to see everything the 
same as when I went 
to bed. I went off to see 
if the lads had anything 
through the night and 
they was in the same 
boat as me. After 
sharing breakfast 
and thoughts of an 
eventless 
night me and Scott set 
about getting our rods 
reset, the other lads 
were still sparko.... 
after a while the lads 
turned up at my tent 
and asked if I fancied 
a little match on 
strait lake? This lake 
had a high number 
of stockies it was 
still tough, got a few 
bits together and we 
another chat. After 
talking about rigs and 
bait we made our way 
back 
to the tents, I settled 

in to my bag early as I 
hadn’t been able to get 
warm most of the day. I 
must have been led in 
the bag with the heater 
on for over 2 hours 
trying to get warm but 
nothing seemed to be 
working! After a chat 
with Scott we decided 
to leave Early hours 
that night as the cold 
had started to affect 
my back and knees. 
That has been all the 
sessions I have done 
as it’s been too cold 
to get on the bank. I 
did manage to get up 
to the carp show in 
Sandown which was a 
fantastic day, getting to 
have a look at all the 

new products which 
would be coming out 
soon. The highlight 
of my time there was 
that I got to meet the 
many faces behind 
the doors of Pallatrax 
and introduce myself 
properly I even got a 
few carp bits 
from there stand. P.s 
if you haven’t already 
make sure to check 
Pallatrax out on 
Facebook Instagram 
and online at Pallatrax.
co.uk 
#jointherevolution 
#Teampallatrax 
#naturals 

Alby.

Alby SmithA Different Outlook
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ACA Bank Buddy ONLY £27.99
The ACA Bank Buddy is a waterproof wireless speaker that has been designed and 

built with outdoor adventures in mind

A GREAT ADDITION TO YOUR KIT !!!!!!!!!!!!!
PRODUCT FEATURES INCLUDE :

Blue Tooth Connectivity
Hands Free Call Facility

Two Way Control
AUX Input to play DVD’S etc

Built In FM Radio
Shock and Waterproof

Get Yours Now at http://acaproducts.co.uk/?product=aca-bank-buddy 
100% of all profits from the sale of Bank Buddy goes to Charity.
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Who is Simon Bangert and what is Forces 
C.A.R.P & Carping4Heroes..?

Find out in this interview by Ethan Carper

This month, I thought I would do something different from my usual fishing 
’tale’.

But first, I would just like to say a big thanks to Philip Gregory and Marc 
Dalton from Lac Baleine and here is why…. I have recently returned from 
another French trip to different places, one of which was an ‘enforced’ 
stop half way to our planned destination as I was really poorly on the 
journey. This wasn’t a great start to the trip and I was really ill and 
desperately needed to be out of the car.

After a quick call and text to Philip Gregory, we were on our way to one of 
his waters that was half distance from our planned destination. A massive 
thanks to him and Marc Dalton and for sorting us out at Lac Baleine, near 
Vitry-le-Francois, and for allowing us to turn up at only 2 hours’ notice so I 
could start my recovery.

We did manage to fish the water but only for 36 hours and unfortunately 
did not catch, however, 24 hours after we left, two Dutch guys, Nick 
Clijmans and Bart Klaasen had a stormer of a session and Nick did the 
Lake Record at 74.36lb and they both had a few 50’s and 40’s too…just 
our luck that was but top angling from them and well done…!!!

We plan to go back next year and have a proper go at the water as the 
place is superb and Marc, the onsite bailiff, with Jessie his dog, is a top 
guy with loads of knowledge of the water and runs the place very well. He 
is also a really interesting guy to speak to about his fishing history and 
background and the fishing he has done in Sweden in some seriously 
cold weather..!!

I also met Craig Humphrey and Dave (his dog). Again, Craig is a top man 
and he is the onsite bailiff of their other water called Etang la Saussaie, 
which is not too far from Lac Baleine. Craig fished in the World Carp 
Masters this year and is in it again in 2018 and he has a big winter 
season planned, so good luck to him.

Ethan Carper
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but thought as a change it would be good to interview people that Carp 
fish for a different reason. I also would like to help promote the work you 
do and the causes you raise money for. At the age of 10 I was unable 
to walk for nearly two years and spent 8 months in a wheelchair due to 
having Perthes Disease and Carp Fishing was one of the things I could 
still do so I understand how difficult even the simplest of tasks can be 
when you have a disability. Thankfully for me, my recovery was very 
good with very minimal loss of movement and length in my left leg and 
the long-term prognosis is good for me. I love my Carp Fishing and have 
just been given a position on the Pallatrax Team, which I am very excited 
about. 

Ethan Carper

Questions
About you

EC - I understand you were in the Armed Forces, what Regiment 
were you with and how long did you serve?

SB - Yes, I served in the Royal Electrical and Mechanical 
Engineers (REME) for 10 years.

EC - Are you an injured veteran yourself? (you do not need to 
answer this if you prefer not to)

SB - Yes, I was medically discharged as a result of my 
injuries in 2004

EC - Tell me a bit about the history of your own fishing background?
i.e. How old were you when you first went fishing…what places did 
you visit…syndicates you were on…who inspired you etc.

Take a look at the web site for full information about the lakes: http://
www.carpe-france.com/ or check them out on Facebook, you will not be 
disappointed.

Anyway, back to the change for this article. Back in 2016, I was fortunate 
enough to fish as part of the Royal Navy / Royal Marines Carp Team in 
the Carping4Heroes Charity Fishing Match. We actually won the match 
and I got a little trophy and a goodie bag but the thing that was impressive 
was how the event had been organised by a guy called Simon Bangert. 
He, along with his daughter, Abigail, worked non-stop for the whole 
weekend and the effort they put in was amazing and has to be respected. 
That one weekend raised £14,000 for the charities of Help for Heroes and 
Combat Stress and Forces C.A.R.P.

To do something different and to raise awareness of what Simon does 
and hopefully help to raise the profile of the charities he represents, I 
asked him if he would do an interview with me, to which he has kindly 
agreed. We did not have the time to meet in person, as Simon had to 
have some surgery and was busy with his Charity work and Poppy Appeal 
etc. so I emailed him my questions and this is what he had to say……

Hi Simon

I really appreciate you taking the time to do this interview and would have 
liked to have done it face to face but I know it is not always easy to find 
time. I am in my last year of school so have limited time myself due to 
revision and mock exams. I fish when I can and go to France most school 
holidays. I have been Carp Fishing for the past 6 years now and fish with 
my Dad who has been doing it for 35 years..!

 I wrote a few reports for my Facebook page (Ethan Carper) a few years 
ago and when ‘Talking Carp’ magazine was launched, I was asked by 
Brian Dixon to be a regular ‘Junior Writer’. I normally write about my 
fishing trips (which are normally quite eventful to say the least)

Ethan CarperAn Interview with simon Bangert
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EC - What rigs do you prefer and why? 

SB - It depends what type of venue I’m on, but my go to rig 
is a long shank blow back type rig fished over a spread of 
boilies.

EC - What range of Baits do you use?

SB - I use anything from boilies to maize and all sorts in 
between, I don’t prefer any particular boilie or make and 
tend to use what is either cheapest or doing well on that 
particular venue.

About Forces CARP and Carping4Heroes

EC - What is your involvement with Forces CARP?

SB - I founded Forces C.A.R.P and run it on a day to day 
basis

EC - What was involved to set it up?

SB - I started fishing when I was 6, it was my Dad and Uncle 
that introduced me and as a lad I would go fishing with my 
best mate on the river Thames near Reading for roach, perch 
and other small species. My uncle was a total carp freak 
and when I was about 14 I went with him to a water down 
south where I caught my first carp. I carried on fishing local 
lakes where I lived for small species and also did a spot of sea 
fishing as I lived on the coast (Scarborough) until I joined the 
Army at 16 and then the rods were hung up for some time, it 
was in 2002 when I started fishing again and visited places 
in the Wiltshire, Hampshire area, initially feeder fishing but 
then turning my attention to carp, when I left the Army in 
2004 that’s when I took up carp fishing more seriously as 
it was a way of keeping active and involved in something. 
I live near Carp-Talk so I fish a number of local Yorkshire 
venues and fished both Motorway Pond of old school fame 
and Eric’s Willows and also travelled to places like Sandhurst 
Lake.

EC - What type of fishing do you enjoy the most?

SB - Carp fishing will always be the angling I enjoy the most, 
but I do enjoy sea fishing from time to time and in winter 
getting a spinner rod out for pike.

EC - What gear do you use and why?

SB - I use all sorts of gear, my rods are Wychwood C101’s and 
my reels are Shimano Ultegra 14000 Ci4’s and I use Nash R3 
alarms, I think the reels and alarms speak for themselves in 
terms of quality and the rods again are superb and were in a 
price range cheaper than they should be in my opinion.

Ethan CarperAn Interview with simon Bangert
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EC - Do you supply all the equipment they require?

SB - Yes, we have 5 sets of gear that include bivvy’s and 
Bedchairs, all the individual needs to bring is clothing, some 
food and a sense of humour.

EC - How many veterans have you helped with the programs you 
run?

SB - We’ve directly helped 36 veterans with their recovery, 
and we have another 14 waiting in the wings to attend 
a programme. 33 of those 36 veterans are now actively 
engaged in fishing in some way.

EC - If someone wanted to help you with the events and get involved 
with helping the veterans fish, how do they go about it?

SC - They need to email us at info@forcescarp.co.uk, 
obviously we need to make sure we have people helping us 
that are committed but also fit our needs and experience is a 
key advantage of mentoring our veterans.

EC - If someone or a company wants to help with a donation of 
either money or tackle/bait etc. who should they contact?

SB - Again, anyone wishing to help with fundraising or 
want’s to donate equipment etc. should contact us via the 
email address already given.

Carping4Heroes

Back in 2016, I was lucky enough to fish the Carping4Heroes event as 
part of the Royal Navy / Royal Marines Team. I actually caught and was 

SB - There was a lot of paperwork, meetings and people being 
very supportive to help us get it off the ground.

EC - How are the programs funded?

SB - The programmes are funded either by fundraising 
initiatives by our friends and supporters or out of my own 
pocket.

EC - How do you decide who you will attend the programs and 
sessions you run?

SB - There’s no decisions as such, the policy is that veterans 
have to be eligible to attend, eligibility criteria is that they 
have been either wounded, injured or made sick as a result of 
their service. We can only take 5 individuals per programme 
and if we have more than 5 individuals interested then we 
draw a ballot.

EC - Are there any restrictions on the types of people you support 
with your program (i.e. Age, Disability, Location etc.)

SB - As long as individuals meet the criteria and are able to 
provide self-care then there are no restrictions as such, those 
that need extra care have to bring a carer with them. If an 
individual’s disability/needs present a safety risk then we 
will discuss with the individual what can be done to make 
sure they are safe and always try to make sure we can 
include everyone.

EC - Do the veterans have to of fished before? 
SB - No, we have guy’s who fished many years ago and want 
to get back into it and some that have never touched a rod 
and reel in their lives.

Ethan CarperAn Interview with simon Bangert
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Unfortunately, when the 2017 event was on, which the Team won again, I 
was fishing in France so could not attend but will definitely be part of the 
2018 event and help them defend their title for the three in a row…..

EC - I understand that you run the event, and wondered how you 
came up with the idea? 

SB - At the time I was unwell and sat in my house not doing 
very much and needed something to keep me busy, a few 
months previously I’d attended a small get together that 
raised money for cancer research and I thought it would be 
a good idea to maybe do something similar but for a military 
charity, that night I sent a few emails and by 7am the next 
day the event was born. It was intended to be a one off………

EC - How many years has the event been going?

SB - Our first event was back in 2011 and we’ve held one 
every year since, each one getting bigger and dafter, on top 
of that we’ve also held 3 dinner nights.

EC - What was involved to set it up? 

SB - I pretty much set up the whole thing except the teams, 
the teams are chosen and managed by others, but in terms 
of promoting the event, confirming prizes, bands, guest 
speakers, hiring the marquee and caterers and even pegging 
the lake out is done by me, it is fair to say though that in 
the past I have had help by family members who took on 
the task of the non-angling administration like hiring the 
bands, marquees and catering but it’s a case of personal 
circumstances at the time and how busy people are and 
whether they’re able to assist me that year. I’ve also built 
amazing relationships with most of the companies involved 

in the industry and as a result their support, and assistance 
helps massively.

EC - In 2016, when I was fishing the event, I managed to raise over 
£470.00 but the whole weekend raised over £14000.00, which was 
amazing. How much money has been raised in total?

SB - Just over £50,000.00 has been raised in almost 7 years.

EC - Where does the money go and for what purpose is it used?

SB - Most of the money raised has been donated to Help for 
Heroes who support wounded, injured and sick veterans 
with their recovery both short and long term. I myself have 
had support from Help for Heroes and the money the public 
raises really does change lives. We also added Combat Stress 
to the beneficiaries 2 years ago along with Forces C.A.R.P, all 
of the beneficiaries outline really well on their websites what 
funding is used for.

Ethan CarperAn Interview with simon Bangert
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www.forcescarp.co.uk
www.carping4heroes.co.uk 
www.helpforheroes.org.uk
www.combatstress.org.uk 

On a final note, I would like say a massive thank you to Simon for doing 
this interview with me. It was my first go but I am really happy with the 
information he gave and I really do hope it helps promote the amazing 
work he does. I would have liked to do it face to face but I think this 
worked ok.

I like the ‘Interview’ approach and have another one already lined up for 
January…maybe the one after that will be with one of the regular writers 
in this Magazine….we can get a real insight in to who they are..!!!

Just a thought……If everyone that reads this interview, donates the cost 
of one packet of ‘Hooks’ or even ‘Swivels’ to one of the Charities that 
Simon is involved with, it could raise a fantastic amount of money and 
do so much good for so many 
deserving people.

My Dad is sending Simon 10 
pairs of the Braid Blades to use 
when they are supporting the 
other Anglers…anyone else fancy 
donating some kit..? If so, get in 
touch with me ‘Ethan Carper’ or 
directly with Simon Bangert.

Ethan Carper
P.S. I have just joined another 
Syndicate Water so watch out for 
the review in a few months’ time.

‘Quick Fire’ questions…which do you prefer…

• Carp or Course fishing...? Carp

• Day sessions or longer sessions...? Longer (I can only wish; 
my time is limited to a few 24hr sessions a year as I raise my 
daughter alone)

• Rivers or Lakes...? Lakes

• Remote locations or full facilities...? Either

• UK or Outside…  UK

• Spring / Summer or Autumn / Winter fishing...? Spring to 
early Autumn 

• Bottom or Surface...? Surface

• Close in or Long range...? Close In (I struggle with long 
distance cos of my own disabilities)

• If you could only fish one more session, where would it be...? 
My Uncle’s old syndicate, he died in 2004 and has a peg 
named after him.

• What was your most memorable Fish you caught and why? A 
mid 20lber caught on my birthday a few years ago, it was 
5 am, mid-April and my Birthday……. what more can any 
angler want?

Here is a list of the Websites people can visit if they want to find out more 
or get involved.

Ethan CarperAn Interview with simon Bangert
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The Call of the Wild
 

A comedy story

 by

 Dan Winfield

My session started the same way most of them seem to.
With my rigs all assembled the night before I eventually rolled into bed 
I’d guess some time after midnight I know that because the TV channels 
started to air those god-awful phones in betting shows that only come on 
in the wee hours after normal people have been asleep for some time.
My intention is always an early start but regardless that never seems to 
materialize. 
So, having woken up late morning the mad rush begun. 

Inevitably there was key things I’d forgotten the night before, on this 
occasion it was taking my bait out of freezer so its thawed and ready for 
use the minute I get to the lake. 
 Once that was taken care of it was time to throw some breakfast and a 
strong black coffee down my neck before jumping in the shower.
One thing that’s non-negotiable is the shower before a session because I 
know by the end of my time on the bank I’ll be coming home smelling like 
a bin man’s cuff having had one, let alone the state I’d be in if I didn’t. 
From there I threw on my trusty carp related hoody along with the rest of 
my “fishing clobber”. 
Next on the to do list was to load the three days of food supplies into my 
trusty cool bag. Finally, I’m ready!

It’s at the point I’m about to go out the door I seem to find myself 
verbalizing out loud all the things I need to remember along with counting 
them off with my fingers and thumbs. My girlfriend always likens me to the 
rain man when I do this.

Just as the front door was about to close behind me I shouted, “WET 
WIPES”. Bounding back through the door I hurriedly made my way back 
into the flat and threw to the kitchen. 
As I passed the cooker I noticed the time on the clock “Balls where’s the 
time gone”. After a frantic scrabble I found the Wet wipes stashed them 
into the little zip up compartment on my rucksack and I was on my way, 
the door slamming behind me.

Dan Winfield
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I eventually got to the lake and after a lap of it I found what I thought were 
signs of fish halfway down the 30-acre lake. 
I plotted up and settled in for the approaching evening. 
Having eaten a low carb diet for years I thought I’d treat myself to a 
carb rich cheat meal complete with a few of the finest bottle conditioned 
Belgium beers to wash it down.
In the early hours of morning I stumbled out of my bivvy, the beers had 
taken effect on my bladder. It was while staring up at the stairs in the clear 
nights sky that I felt a rumble in my stomach ‘oh dear that doesn’t bode 
well”. Having relieved myself I shuffled back to my bivvy and climbed into 
my lukewarm sleeping bag in an attempt to ignore it.
It was then I became aware of an even lower grumble from my bowels. I’d 
liken it to the noise I’d imagine an angry walrus would make emanating 
from my guts. This time it was joined by a cramping feeling. I told myself 
ignore it and it will go away at the same time rummaging around in the 
dark for my hand trowel in readiness.

Thankfully the night passed without incident but also without a sniff of a 
fish. 
With the early morning sun breaking through the haze I laid back 
considering my next plan of attack. After a while I figured it would be 
better to do this with the assistance of caffeine. I switched my stove on 
reached for the Nescafe azure and made myself a strong coffee. 
 With the last mouthful of warm coffee left in the bottom of my mug the 
walrus made a return visit. And it seemed he had brought friends. I was 
overcome by a bout of cramps and i was left sat on my bed chair doubled 
over. “This is a bad one” I said to myself. Then as quickly as it came it 
seemed to dissipate leaving me with a massive feeling of relief. 
By now I had decided to reposition my rods and freshen up the baits so 
thankfully they were all reeled in when the third wave to affect. I knew I 
had limited time and had to act quick. I snatched up my hand trowel and 
wet wipes and made a frantic dash for the woods. Thankfully I was the
only person on the lake because if anyone had been there I think they 
would have thought I was auditioning for river dance.

Having got to the woods I noticed an upturned tree had left a crater from 
where the root system had been wrenched from the ground. By this 
point the trowel was obsolete I threw it to one side just as the flood gates 
opened. I through down my joggers and pants, squatted amongst the 
leaves and attempted to rid myself of the evil affliction. It was the first time 
since childhood that I can remember praying.
With my legs aching from the time I’d spent in a stressed position and feet 
that had now gone numb i reached for the wet wipes. After a few ’thank 
you’s” uttered under my breath I pulled up my joggers and pants got to 
work with the hand trowel although in hindsight a sponge would have 
been of more use, and set off back through the woods in the direction of 
my bivvy.
It was as I left the clearing to the woods that I began to feel a new 
sensation. A slow warmth begins to build between my cheeks. After a 
succession of steps, the warmth seemed to deepen still building. By the 
time I’d reached my bivvy I was more than uncomfortable, and it was only 
getting worse. The pain then hit 11 on the agony scale I was left writhing 
from the searing sting.   
I fell on to my bed chair cupping my arse cheeks and saying out loud 
“What the F@$k have I done”. it was while I lay on my side trying to work 
out if an ambulance would know where the lake is that i noticed the pack 
of wet wipes that I’d dropped outside the entrance to the bivvy. It was then 
I read the words written on the front of pack aloud “Dettol power and pure 
bathroom cleaning wipes”.
The entire contents of my water bottle seemed to have little effect on the 
pain, however the pot of natural Greek yoghurt I had in my cooler bag 
eased the pain enough for me to end my session, pack up and head 
home for a bath and a few of those out of date painkillers I was prescribed 
on my last visit to the dentist.
Needless to say, my sessions since have been slightly better planed 
out and a valuable lesson learned, natural yoghurt works wonders for 
chemical burns.
Best Wishes… and READ THOSE LABELS!! 
Dan

Dan WinfieldThe call of the wild
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On Friday afternoon 
after school we set off 
in the van to Farlows 
Lake and I knew I 
could be on my way 
to something special. 
Friday evening, I got 
to the lake and met my 
mate Jacob Craig who 
I first met at the Korda 
Carp Academy. we had 
a quick walk around 
lake2 and decided 
on peg 2 a swim in 
the main bowl of the 
lake. I went to speak 
to Jack Funnel in the 
shop and we got some 
useful information on 
the lake. We got back 
in the swim and had 
a quick lead about as 
it was getting pretty 
dark. We found a nice 
hard spot at 11 wraps 
and clipped up. We 
decided to both fish 
one rod each on the 
spot and one rod each 
just either side. Our 
approach was solid 
bag of pellets and a 
bright hydra bait pop 
up. They weren’t out 

for long when My 
bobbins pulled up and 
my alarm screamed off, 
as I lifted in to it I felt 
a few thumps them it 
became solid. “Gutted 
“the fish was gone 
!!Jacob and myself 
both lost a fish that 
evening but that’s the 
way it goes. We had 
a good night’s sleep 
but woke up feeling 
confident we could 
get the fish feeding. 
Saturday morning we 
decided to put a bed 
of bait out so set about 
spodding pellets and 
sweetcorn over our 

spot. The lake was 
very fishing hard with 
nothing coming out 
except the odd Pike. 
That afternoon Jacobs 
mum kindly brought 
us both a McDonald’s 
which was great. We 
went back in the shop 
and spoke with Jack 
again and his advice 
was to keep fishing 
solid bags with either 
pink or white pop-ups 
and yellow work as 
well. Back in the swim 
and the rods were out 
and around 10pm my 
rod screamed off and I 
was in! After a good

48 Hours at Farlows 
Fisheries 

by 
Joe Beaverstock

Joe Beaverstock
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fight the fish was safely 
in the net and it looked 
awesome !!!
At 13lb 5oz it wasn’t 
the biggest mirror 
I’ve caught but it was 
definitely the most 
stunning!!
I was buzzing to have 
caught such a pretty 
fish now I was praying 
Jacob would get one.
Sunday morning Jacob 
had a small Bream 
but still no sign of a 
carp on the Bank. We 
cooked ourselves a 
lush fry up while trying 
to decide what to do 
next? After a chat with 
the guys in the shop 
we decided to pack 
down a bit earlier and 
set out on a mission 
to bag Jacob a carp 
from lake 3. It wasn’t 
the way we wanted 
to end the session 
but that’s the way it 
goes sometimes. We 
had just about given 
up when Jacobs rod 
pulled round, and he 
was in to a lovely little 

scaley mirror.
I was so happy 
for him it made 
my day !!
Unfortunately it 
was time to say 
my goodbyes 
to Jacob, it 
was lovely 
meeting up 
with him again 
and I’m sure it won’t 
be long until our next 
adventure.
Farlows fisheries is 
a fantastic place and 
everyone who works 
there are very helpful. 
The Eric’s Angling 
shop is amazing, and 
the cafe is definitely 

worth a visit. 
Although the fishing 
was tough we had 
an amazing time and 
learnt so much. Thanks 
to all at Farlows for a 
brilliant weekend!!

Tight lines.
Joe Beaverstock

48 hours at Farlows Fishery
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Red Leaves 
and
Yellow Bellies 
by Ash Robinson
 

Autumn has to be my 
favourite time of the 
year, after all what’s 
not to love about it? 
Your gear is suddenly 
drenched in dew every 
morning and when the 
low-pressure systems 
start to outweigh 
the highs, we know 
summer is dead and 
buried. Way before the 
leaves start to fall you 
can smell it in the air, 
and it smells of carp! 
I think I can speak on 
behalf of a majority 
of anglers in that we 
tend to do a lot more 
photography than 
actual fishing this time 
of year; I mean 
who couldn’t 
resist a fiery 
sunset or the 
red leaves and 
yellow-bellied 
carp that this time 
of year brings?
I arrived at my 
Essex syndicate 
early on Tuesday 
morning ahead 
of a four-day 

session in chilly 
November. With the 
lake fishing even 
slower than usual due 
to the cold conditions 
I decided to set up 
down one of the ends, 
an area I knew always 
held carp and often 
produced some of the 
bigger fish. I quickly set 
to work baiting up my 
swim using a mixture 
of UberBaits Krab and 
Nutz boilie, as well 
as a healthy helping 
of chilli hemp. Over 
this I fished a multi 
rig and my choice of 
hookbait was a white 
10 mill UberNutz pop 

up. Unfortunately for 
the next 48 hours I sat 
and watched carp of 
various sizes holding 
up underneath the 
brambles, an area cut 
off to fisherman by a 
gathering of reeds. 
With the temperatures 
rapidly decreasing 
especially overnight I 
knew this wasn’t going 
to be an easy session, 
but sat on my hands 
patiently as I had faith 
in the positioning of my 
rigs and the bait itself. 
Thursday morning 
came and with that a 
bit of sunshine! I was 
hoping that as the

Ash Robinson
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(but in reality, 10 
minutes) before they 
left the cover of the 
brambles and headed 
towards the reeds in 
which my middle rod 
was placed. I went 
back to the swim a 
little disheartened at 
the fact that I’d seen 
two fish all morning, 
but also content that 
I’d seen one of the ‘A 
team’ cruising around 
my spot. I was just 
preparing my lunch 
when I had two bleeps 

on my middle rod. 
I looked round and 
seconds later the 
rod was bent round 
confirming that I had 
a bite. Thoughts of 
what I’d seen that 
morning were going 
through my head and 
all I could think of 
was “This is either the 
stockie or the Mole”, 
an idea that gave me 
goosebumps, but I 
help my concentration. 
The fight I received 
was entirely different 

to that of the common, 
with the fish plodding 
around and once it 
topped I saw it was a 
big mirror. At this point 
I knew exactly which 
fish I had hooked into, 
and knowing that this 
fish usually hovers 
around the 35lb mark 
made my legs shake. 
Minutes later the net 
slipped under her, and 
there on its body was 
the Mole it gets its 
name from!

temperature warmed 
up the carp would 
venture out of the 
brambles to go on the 
feed, and at 10.30 my 
middle rod burst into 
life. After a short but 
intense fight I had a 
lovely looking mirror of 
19lb sulking in the net. 
By far it was not one of 
the biggest fish in the 
lake, but to catch on 
my first session using a 
new bait I was over the 
moon! 

That night the 

temperature dropped 
again, but after 
landing my first fish 
of the session I was 
determined to carry on. 
A couple of nuisance 
crayfish strayed along 
the margin that night, 
and so with the help 
of a fellow angler 
we caught them and 
what better way to 
compliment my Krab 
boilies than with a bit 
of cray! Again, the 
night brought a blank, 
but to my excitement 
the sun was slowly 

creeping out which 
gave me a glimmer of 
hope and expectation. 
What was usually 
considered ‘Bite time’ 
on the lake had been 
and gone, so I decided 
to venture up towards 
the brambles to see if I 
could see any signs of 
fish. I saw only two fish 
that morning, a small 
common and a mirror 
I instantly recognised 
as the mole. I sat and 
watched these two fish 
for what felt like hours

Ash RobinsonRed leaves and Yellow bellies
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One of the big ones 
had slipped up, get 
in! After putting her 
in the retainer whilst 
I prepared the weigh 
sling and camera, It 
was time for the weigh 
in. I could not look 
as the scales were 
lifted and the weight 
was read aloud. 35lb 
and a new UK PB 
mirror! I was over the 
moon with result and 
after a few shots on 
the bank I took to the 

lake in my waders for 
some special water 
shots. Following a 
well-deserved soaking 
from the lads I slipped 
her back and as I was 
leaving shortly set to 
work drying off. Job 
done!
Even though my 
session on the 
syndicate has sadly 
come to an end, it 
marks the start of 
what will hopefully be 
a successful autumn/

winter campaign. 
Looking forward and 
after reading numerous 
catch reports from 
users of UberBaits, as 
well as from my own 
experience, I’m excited 
for what the company 
has to offer our sport. I 
wish you all the best in 
your angling,

tight lines!

Ash.

The only limitation is your imagination 

Red leaves and Yellow bellies
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The last weekend 
came to fish Jimmy’s 
lake before the closure, 
and my last chance to 
catch my target of a 
30lb + mirror or with a 
bit of luck to catch the 
lakes largest resident 
Moonie a 40lb + mirror! 
No one was sure how 
big it would be on its 
capture! But like most 
the carp this year have 
noticeably gained 
weight. I’ve had two 
mirrors previously at 
30lb on the dot. One 
from Bailrigg my local 
club water, and a much 
sought-after mirror 
called Bullet from 
Jimmy’s. 
Friday morning came, 
and I wanted to be at 
the gates at Clearwater 
early before they were 
opened at 8:30 am. 
With being married and 
having kids! My plans 
didn’t materialize.  I 
set off up the M6 2 
hrs. later heading for 
Carnforth which is only 
a 15-min trip. Funny 

how you start driving 
like Lewis Hamilton to 
get there but on the 
way back you amble 
along thinking what 
you could have done.  
At about 11 am I pulled 
into the fishery car 
park, I had a quick 
glance to see several 
bivvies’ in place on 
most of the usual 
favoured pegs.  I Went 
into the reception to be 
met by Ben, one of the 
bailiff’s, saying “have 
you heard?” To which 
I knew Moonie must 
have been out. Yeah 
the lad in peg 7 as had 
it at 46 lb at 9 am this 
morning along with 
another at 28 lb and a 
16 lb stockie, all before 
11 am. 
I was gutted really but 
made up for Dean who 
had been the lucky 
culprit to catch Moonie 
at a record 46 lb 6oz! 
I signed in grabbed 
the fisheries carp care 
kit (mat, net & sling) 
and went for a walk 

round Jimmy’s to see 
if I could see anything 
showing. After an hour 
or so I decided it would 
have to be either peg 
2 where a lad had lost 
one on a zig or peg 5 
which had been good 
to me on my previous 
visit to Clearwater, 
giving up a nice 25 lb 
slate grey common.
With the westerly 
wind hacking in my 
face I decided on peg 
5 which is central on 
the lake with 8/10 ft 
of water to my left 
deepening to 14/16 ft 
to my right. 

I put a snowman 
German rig on a clear 
spot 17 wraps to my 
left, a stiff hinge rig 
with a trimmed down 
plugged signature pop 
up 20 wraps straight 
out to where I’d had 
the slate grey common 
from. On my right-hand 
rod was a northern 
special naked ronnie 
rig.

Last Call by 
Howie Beaton

Howie Beaton
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I decided on casting  
a 10 ft zig with a 
trimmed down cork ball 
resembling a tiger nut 
Out . 15 mins later and 
fish still in the upper 
layers I was about to 
wind in and try a black/
yellow zig aligner! As 
I was about to change 
things, the middle rod 
was away! I grabbed 
the rod and struck into 
solid resistance, fish 
on! I was playing the 
carp carefully as I was 
using 10 lb zig line. 
The fish collected my 
left and rod and just 
kept talking line off 
both spools , I couldn’t 
stop it from tearing 
away . After 10 mins 

and 
many 
lunge’s 
the carp 
made 
in the 
deep 
water 
in the 
swim, I 
began 
to gain 

line and when the lead 
clip became visible I 
could see it was all 
tangled around the 
other rod and panic 
set in. I had to land the 
fish I said to myself! As 
the carp came visible 
I could see it was a 
nice plump common, 
the fish went on a run 
again. I gained line 
again and another 
angler from 
Whitehaven 
came and 
asked if 
I wanted 
help landing 
it. Yes, I 
replied.  
After 5 mins 

the fish was nearly in 
the net, the lad said 
I’m going in for it and 
stepped in the water in 
his trainers to net the 
fish! Get in I said, 
We weighed the 
common at 23 lb. As 
with most carp I catch 
I was buzzing. I put it 
in the retaining sling 
so Ben the bailiff could 
come around and 
take some Photos of 
the carp to add to the 
Clearwater album. 
He came around and 
took a few pics. And as 
I released it, he said 
congratulations on 
catching the last ever 
Jimmy’s lake carp!

Howie  

Friday turned into 
Saturday and I had 
still not seen anything 
showing in front of 
me. Out went the 
rods again Saturday 
evening before it went 
dark! Best part of day 
was when the bailiff 
delivered my curry rice 
& chips to my peg, the 
food Beany prepares 
is top notch here. I had 
to have two goes at it 
because the portions 
are on the generous 
side! 
On Saturday night the 
temperature dropped 
to -2 and widespread 
frost greeted me 
Sunday morning. I was 
up and out of my bag 
at the crack of dawn. I 
sat on the edge of the 
bed supping several 
hot brews. Watching 
the water to my left and 
right and saw several 
fish showing in front 
of the point and peg 
7 where Dean had 
had Moonie Friday 
morning, but had 

packed up and gone 
Saturday evening. Ben 
the bailiff brought my 
bacon butty I ordered 
to my swim and 
quipped up “owt doing 
“.” Nothing “I said. As 
the fishery was closing 
that day asked him if 
it was ok to leave my 
bivvy up to dry out and 
move up to peg 7, he 
said it was sound. 
I grabbed my rods, 
net, mat, few essential 
bits of bait and tackle 
and brew making 
equipment and moved 
up to peg 7. Out went 
the rods again to 

similar spots as in peg 
5. After about mins my 
middle bobbin rose and 
hit the rod! I leapt up 
and wound down to hit 
the fish but there was 
no resistance! I wound 
in and attached a small 
pva bag of pellets. Out 
went the rod again 
at 20 wraps. An hour 
later I was wondering 
if I’d spooked the fish 
off, but a nice dark fish 
rolled over my left-
hand rod. Fish where 
still showing in front of 
me, so I was hopeful 
of a bite. 2 hours later 
and still no takers,

Howie BeatonLast Call
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First of all let me 
introduce myself, I 
am Brett McPhee a 
Northern carp angler 
who has been given an 
amazing opportunity 
to write for this great 
online magazine.

I just love the sport 
and try to enjoy my 
every trip and learn 
something for next 
time.

I work a full time nights 
job which allows me 
to be finished on a 
Thursday morning and 
i can get to the lakes 
before the weekend 
brigade arrive and am 
normally heading home 
24 hours or if I have 
managed to push my 
luck 48 hours later.

I have 4 daughters 
and a misses to try 
and keep happy,which 
means bank time is 
always limited.

I would say I am pretty 

much your average 
joe and like most of us 
out there who balance 
work, family and 
fishing.

September found 
me having a dabble 
on a local Fishery to 
me Meadowview in 
Lymm, it’s like most 
commercial fisheries 
these days with an 
abundance of stock 
that at most times 
of the year can be 
obliging in feeding as 
long as you use the 
right tactics. 

My first trip was to 
be a real frustrating 
one with pretty much 
everything I tried not 
producing a fish I had 
only gone on for a 
few hours before dark 
and with time running 
out a simple 12mm 
Covert Baits Fruit 
special pop up sprayed 
with some Stinkystuff 
vanilla peanut cream 
managed to secure 

me a double figure 
common

I packed up vowing to 
return and settle the 
score next week.

During the week at 
work I had spoken with 
a few mates and a plan 
was hatched to return 
the following week this 
time armed with some 
air dried and glugged 
bollies that had been 
stewing for a few days. 

We all arrived around 
4pm and set up down 
one side with a view 
of it also being a great 
opportunity for a bit of 
a social.

I was off the mark 
within the first hour 
when a lively common 
found my patch of 
bollies and pop up 
hookbait too good to 
resist.

Jake and Joe who had 
come with me on the 
trip and didn’t take long 
either to bag one with 
Jake managing to land 
a pearler 18lb common 
which was good fish 
for a commercial 
fishery aimed more at 
pole anglers than carp 
anglers.

As the night rode on 
I added and added 
to my tally even 
managing a double 
picture with Joe as we 
both had one at the 
same time, waking 
early the next morning 

to a total of 11 fish.

Joe had come walking 
into my swim while I 
was tying some more 
PVA mesh bags and 
said ‘How many you 
had mate’

11.......
bleeeeeeeep......12 

He shook his head and 
smiled as I casually 
got up and bent into 
another hard fighting 
carp.

Venues like this keep 
your confidence high, 

allow you to try new 
things and are great 
for a social gathering, 
but I was glad it was 
only a short distance 
to the car as after a 
night shift, then a day 
and night fishing I was 
goosed.

Early October found 
me making my way 
to Blackthorn Fishery 
in Shropshire it’s an 
amazing venue very 
well kept, clean, tidy, 
secure, peaceful and 
some stunning fish 
swimming in its depths.

The place has been 
kind to me this year 
with me managing 7 
fish over the magical 
20lb mark. 

Just a point there on 
that with today’s face 
paced huge fish frame 
of mind I don’t think 
people realise how big 
of a deal for some a 
20lb+ carp is, I for one 
am always grateful

Brett McPhee Brett McPhee
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I think it kind of 
confirmed what we 
thought about us being 
mad but hey ho you 
can’t catch them at 
home.

As dawn arrived and 
the wind died back 
we managed to finally 
get some sleep totally 
exhausted from the 
day and nights events, 
meaning we missed 
the carp display that 
morning.

I moved onto peg 
9 later that day in a 
hope that the fish I had 
seen milling around 
the island would 
make a mistake and 
pick up the bait. The 
evening was one of 
them moments where 
you are amazed at 
nature’s beauty and 
thankful for being out, 
forgetting what had 
happened the night 
before the sky with 
deep reds, oranges 
and blacks was simply 

breathtaking.

The morning produced 
nothing for me other 

than reflection and 
contemplation, could 

I have done more, did 
I miss something who 

knows but for now I 
had drawn a blank. I 

had a 48 hour trip to 
Clearwater booked in 

for later that week with 
the first Northern Care 
after Combat event, I 

always love the events 
down south and it was 
an honour to be at the 

first up North.

when the Reubens 
swing past the 20!

Anyway back on point 
myself and my good 
mate Jim had booked 
on and it coincided 
with Storm Ophelia 
hitting the UK with 
up to 80mph winds 

forecast...... was we 
mad to go fishing, of 
course but that’s never 
stopped any of us has 
it.

We arrived and found 3 
anglers already set up 
on the lake with pegs 
7/8 being our best bet 

for a bite as it was 
away from the other 
anglers and offered 
some good open 
water but there was 
a problem... the wind 
was coming straight at 
the peg !

No mind I am sure we 
would be alright....

With rods out and 
brews on we took 
shelter from the 
increasing strength of 
the wind and wondered 
if we had made the 
wrong decision. Around 
2 hours in Jim’s rod let 
off a little bleep then 
went into full melt down 
and the minds where 
put to rest they where 
here alright.

After a very spirited 
battle that wiped out 
his other rod a chunky 
mirror sat in the folds 
of the net awaiting a 
mug shot. At 25.2lb it 
turned out to be a new 
PB for him what a start 

Brett McPhee Brett McPhee
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As it was nearly bonfire 
night the neighbouring 
farmer had set fire to 
what I thought was his 
barn but turned out to 
be a pile of pallets he 
also had some huge 
fireworks going off, 
sat in my bed chair 
enjoying them was 
surreal.

Early the next morning 
I managed a lovely 
mirror that with Phil 
down doing a bit of 
shooting I managed to 
get a decent picture off 
eventually!

I 

was happy I had 
caught a few and the 
week in work seemed 
to drag until the next 
time I could get down. 
Soon enough it was 
Thursday morning and 
with bait prepped, rigs 
tied and food sorted 
after the night shift I 
was once again on my 
syndicate.

The peg I was on last 
week was already 
taken obviously word 
had got around, never 
mind I knew the pegs 
to right where still 

in roughly the same 
depth of water and I 
was sure the fish would 
still be around. 

After a quick check 
with the lead I found 
a shallow bar at about 
60 yards that came up 
by about 3ft and was 
solid, it’s the remains 
of the old river I am 
told. I placed all 3 rods 
at the distance along 
it on single 12mm pop 
ups and again spread 
about a kg of freebies 
around it. 

As the night had wore 
me out it was time for 
a quick brew and an 
hours kip, Jim had 
come down for a catch 
up with me and grab 
a hoody he had left 
in work and as I sat 
making a brew and 
chatting the right rod 
roared off. In a flash I 
was on it as

The weather had 
predicted another 
storm coming in and 
once again it was right 
!!
48 hours of wind in 
my face, trying to 
keep lines in the water 
from the rafts of weed 
moving had me pushed 
to the edge and I was 
actually happy to be 
packing up Sunday 
morning and heading 
home.
On the plus side the 
event raised a load of 
cash for a great cause 
and I walked away with 
a new Cygnet pod won 
from the raffle.
There was only 2 carp 
caught all weekend 
which was not a great 
surprise given the 
weather and I am sure 
there will be another 
event next year.

I managed another 
24 hours at the end 
of the month over 
at Meadowview and 

managed to bag nearly 
7 carp all where very 
different in scales, 
strains and colours and 
I even managed my 
first UK Grass carp. 
Strange things are 
Grass carp they come 
in like a bream then 
go mental in the net 
but none the less still a 
carp.

Early November 
found me over at my 
syndicate which is a 25 
acres in size reservoir 
which is very deep up 
to 30ft near the dam 
wall.After a walk and 

talk I could see that 
the majority of the fish 
where held up half 
way down the ressy in 
water that was about 
7/8ft deep. 

I set up 2 on chods 
and the 3rd on a 
multi rig and they 
all went roughly half 
way across, followed 
by around a kg of 
freebies. The day 
was slow with me just 
watching and trying to 
figure out what they 
where doing, and as 
the night crept in I got 

Brett McPheeBrett McPhee
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found a fish attached, 
turns out the roller 
wheel in his alarms 
was frozen solid 
meaning he had not 
had any indication of 
the take.

At around 10am a 
blistering take on the 
middle rod had me 
caught off guard as 
I had bacon in the 
Ridgemonkey and 
a brew in my hand, 
luckily with Mark close 
he lifted the rod into 
the fish while I turned 
off the stove and got 
out to take over.

This fish really held 
deep, the type of fight 
you get from a decent 
carp that knows it can 
go where it wants 
rather than shooting 
around like the smaller 
ones tend to do. When 
I finally persuaded it to 
come in a lovely plum 
mirror sat in the net 
ready for a picture and 
at 17lb bang on it was 

a great way 
to call it a 
day,until 
next time 
good luck 
and keep 
enjoying it

http://www.
stinkystuff.
fishing/

Brettthe fish tore to the 
left, I applied pressure 
but it was no use and 
with a tight clutch it 
still clicked away. After 
wiping out the guys 
rod on the point peg 
I finally had it coming 
towards the net, as 
it went into the net I 
noticed it was a mirror, 
but when I came to lift 
it to the mat the other 
side of the fish had 
massive Apple slice 
scales all down just the 
one side, very strange 
and something I had 
never seen.

It behaved brilliantly 
on the bank while Jim 

did the honours with 
the camera and what 
a job he did to. With 
Jim making his way 
off I knew it was time 
for a little kip my eyes 
where now starting to 
sting. About 2 hours 
later I was woke by the 
shrill that only a Delkim 
can and found myself 
attached to another 
carp, this one did the 
same thing heading 
to the left side deeper 
water after the take, 
with steady control I 
managed to turn the 
fish and guide it to the 
waiting net. Another 
quick picture of a lovely 
scattered scaled fish 

and it was coffee time. 

Mark finally got in on 
the action and landed 
himself one just as I 
slid the net under my 
3rd of the trip this time 
a lovely dark brown 
common. The rest of 
the evening being quite 
as the fish seemed to 
switch off. 

The temperature 
was forecast to drop 
during the night and 
I had planned for 
this by adding my 
second layer to the 
sleep system and 
bringing the overwrap, 
something I was 
thankful off as waking 
at dawn to no bites 
and a frozen bivvy 
confirmed they had got 
it right. 
The rest of the session 
was quite with Mark 
adding another to 
his tally by pure fluke 
really, he went to 
change his bait and

Brett McPheeBrett McPhee
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NEW MAINLINE BALANCED WAFTER HOOKBAITS sink on the weight of your hook. That means they settle 
ultra-slowly on top of silt and weed, delivering full extension from the lead with sheathed 
braids and a snake-like coil with braided hooklinks. And being critically balanced, they react 
quickly to the slightest investigation; shooting in to a carp’s mouth for more and better 
hook holds. Unbeatable over silt, indispensable over weed and devastating over gravel; 
and they’re in shops now! PICK UP A POT TODAY, IT’S THAT EASY!
Wafter/Hook Ratio:12mm/Sz8 15mm/Sz6 18mm/Sz4. We advise that you check rigs prior to fishing. 
Add counterbalance where necessary as hook weights will vary. MAINLINE BALANCED WAFTERS are available to compliment 
our HIGH IMPACT range of complete food source boilies in Aromatic Fish, Banoffee, Essential B 15mm, Spicy Crab, Salty Squid & 
Peaches n Cream in 15mm. PLUS they are available to match or Dedicated Freezer Boilies in CELL & HYBRID in 12, 15 & 18mm options. www.mainline-baits.com
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 sharpning your hooks 
by 

Gary ‘Milky’ Lowe
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1 THERE’S A TIME AND A PLACE

Okay, so it’s all the rage with big-fish anglers, but the first thing we have 
to ask ourselves is whether sharpening your hooks is really necessary?
The guys who spend limitless hours SHARPNING  every single hook 
point with near-surgical precision are normally those who are chasing one 
life-changing fish and, so, it’makes perfect sence to have a neddle sharp 
hook. It makes perfect sense, right? Of course it does, as you can take no 
risks when it comes to that fish of a lifetime.so  you need to choose the 
best file for the job to get that needle sharp hook

2 CHOOSE YOUR FILE 

Okay, so you’ve decided sharpen your  hooks; how are you going to do it 
and with what? There are a host of sharpening tools available these days, 
both from within the angling companies and without.
Ive gone through quite a few files in my day and found the taska diamond 
flat file the best one for the job, and it wont cost you the earth when you 
buy one and is the choice of alot of top anglers ive found it best to stick to 
one from the tackle companys 

3 CHECK THOSE POINTS

It goes without saying that you should always check the points of your 
hooks, regardless of whether you intend to sharpen them or not. Quality 
control these days on all tackle tends to be good, but now and then a 
rogue hook might slip into your packet  so it pays to check each one 
before you tie a rig.

4 HOOK STORAGE

If the hooks that you use come in the soft plastic packs then this one 
tends not to be too much of an issue, but if they are in

Gary Lowe Gary Lowe
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boxes then I like to use some foam or something to pack them out and 
keep the hooks from moving around too much
so, you might think that storing them more carefully once they’re in your 
own possession might be pointless. However, the way I see it is that it 
won’t cost you fish by doing it, so why not… every little helps,

5 BEAKED-POINT HOOKS

There are generally two styles of point that you’ll be dealing with, namely 
straight points and beaked points (the latter being when the point 
curves inwards slightly). These beaked-pointed hooks take a little more 
consideration when sharpening as you have to be sympathetic to this 
curve. It’s easy enough doing the outside of the curve but when filing the 
inside it’s important to take extra care and not do the opposite of what 
you’re intending by actually blunting the point itself.

6 MAKE A SMOOTH STROKE

The action of actually sharpening the hook itself is not as straightforward 
as you might think. I’ve watched people butcher a hook with a file that’s 
far too coarse  
A smooth stroke is vital, and 
keep it consistent throughout. 
No jolty, jagged moves, just a 
long sweep and in one direction 
only, never back and forwards on 
the same area. Take your time, 
keep it smooth and get it right.
the best way i have found to get a 
needle sharp hook is to do 4 slow 
strokes on the top of the hook 
then followed by 4 strokes on 
each side untill its needle sharp 

7 PROTECT YOUR WORK

Particularly these days with Teflon-coated hooks, once you take a file to 
them you expose the raw steel beneath, which is generally an untreated 
material. So, to avoid this exposed steel from rusting, you need to protect 
it with something that will repel water and not just wash off the moment 
that the rig crashes 
onto the surface.
There are all sorts of 
different stuff used 
for this, from the very 
basic to the insanely 
expensive Vaseline 
is as good a bet as 
anything, and it’s 
cheap and easy to get 
hold of. Just a slight 
smear to cover the 
exposed steel is more 
than enough.

Milky.

Gary Lowe Gary Lowe
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Summit Tackle Colosseum 
Pod – Cobalt Black 

by Mark Galli

After 35 Years of Carp Fishing, I have finally purchased a Rod Pod…. but 
why…?!!

During that time, I have come very close to buying one and I have actually 
used a couple that I borrowed but I always preferred two or three rod 
buzz bars and either a single stick front and back or my ‘usual’ method of 
a Goal-Post set up.

I have never really been a fan of single sticks except in the very early 
days and so buzz bars became the ‘norm’ for me and over the years 
I have used numerous bars and sticks, including at least four sets of 
custom made. At this very moment in my workshop, I have three sets of 
custom made and four sets of off-the-shelf in a mixture of two and three 
rod variations, including fixed and adjustable in both Stainless and Ally 
and slim and chunky too. I have lost count of the amount of Bank Sticks 
I have but recently I donated about 15 sticks to the Charity ‘Fishing for 
Disabled Kids’ along with some other items.

Back in my early carping days, I mainly fished waters that had soft grass 
banks, no stone, no platforms, no purpose-built swims with logs or railway 
sleepers etc. so getting sticks in the ground was never really an issue but 
over the years my venues have changed and so have the swims I am 
now fishing from.

The majority of my fishing now is with my lad and as he is a Carp Angler 
too, we have to have ‘double’ of everything and sometimes setting up can 
be a real pain. We do have ‘Stage Stands’ for the odd occasion we fish 
from a platform and it was becoming a pain to carry a selection of Bank 
Sticks “just in case” and as we frequently visit venues in France too, I 
was starting to get annoyed with trying to carry everything and especially 
annoyed at trying to get sticks in to ground that was compacted stone etc.

The decision was made and it was finally time to purchase a ‘pod’, well 
actually, to purchase two...!

Mark Galli
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I liked the look of the Cobalt Black over the complete Stainless-Steel look 
and so the decision was made to purchase two of them, however, I also 
wanted to have complete flexibility over the standard model so I also 
purchased a few ‘extras’, which included the two-Rod Adjustable Buzz 
Bars, Mini Pod Points and Short 5” Pod Legs all matching in the Cobalt 
Black. I also opted for some Thread Protectors and the ‘Twist Lock Goal 
Post Adaptors SS’ to allow me to use the Buzz Bars without the Pod, just 
in case. All in all, an expensive order but I felt it was money well spent. 
My theory is that I will never need to buy another pod again as this covers 
all the fishing I do and is built to last. After two days of placing the order, 
the kit was delivered and the minute I opened the packaging, I knew I 
had made the right decision, based on my requirements and my personal 
aesthetics.

The pod comes in its own Carry Case and that is a quality item from the 
off. It has specific pockets and straps to keep everything neat, tidy and 
secure. It has good quality zippers and is fully padded to with a central 
compartment and a front pocket.

I have managed to get all the items I 
purchased from Summit Tackle, along 
with my Delkim TXi’s attached to the 
Three Rod Buzz Bar (on the Delkim 
D-Locks) and the Jag ‘Lockdowns’ also 
attached to the rear bars on both the 
two and three rod Buzz Bars, in the 
Carry Case, with room to spare. This 
does make it fairly heavy and I probably 
do not need to carry both sets of Buzz 
Bars but it only goes from the car to by 
barrow so it just means I do not have to 
mess about swapping kit over.

Me being me, I like to research things before I purchase but on this 
occasion, having seen a few of the pods at the shows last year and 
having a good look at them, I was drawn to just three, the Solar P1, the 
N-Brice and the Summit Tackle Colosseum.

All were similar in price, all gave the flexibility I wanted in terms of set-ups 
i.e. Two Rod, Three Rod, Tips up / down, low profile, tall etc. etc. and from 
what I could recall all were all very well made.

Now this sounds rather superficial, but my decision was going to be 
based on ‘looks’ with just a couple of other things I liked about the set up 
and my choice was the Summit Tackle Colosseum Pod in Cobalt Black. 
For me, it looked clean and minimal bulk when set up but remember, this 
is just my personal opinion and I am sure there are many that would both 
agree and disagree with my choice, although I would guess that the ones 
that disagree have one of the others I mentioned...!

Mark GalliSummit Tackle
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To keep the extras from rattling 
around in the case, I have 
purchased some additional ‘soft’ 
pouches from Peak Angling 
Products and use these to store 
the additional Short Legs and Mini 
Pod points and also my Delkim 
Carbon Snag Bars all in the central 
section of the case.
These pouches are superb and 
all are fleece lined so they offer 
very good protection to the items. I 
will talk more about these later as 
I have just had a ‘custom’ pouch 
made for the custom heads I have 
had made from Elite Tackle.

Now, I’m no engineer, well actually, 
I am, albeit an Electrical Engineer 
but the pod workmanship just 
screams quality. Every piece is 

made to fit together perfectly and it does just that. It is a pleasure to screw 
the pieces together as they fit so well and in just a matter of minutes, you 
are ready to place you rods.

You will see in the pictures just how low-profile the Mini Pod Points make 
the Pod and how easy it is to fish tips up, down or just rods straight out. 
The amount of adjustment on the legs, the uprights and the angle on 
the buzz bars themselves, make setting up on any type of bank angle or 
platform a very simple task.

As I said earlier, the final ‘buying’ point for me was based on looks and I 
have to say, I was not disappointed with the Cobalt Black version. It looks 
understated in terms of the flexibility the pod gives but also looks ‘solid’, 

Once assembled, the whole pod feels solid and is. If you need to adjust 
the leg length or the upright height, they all lock up solid thanks to the 
‘Twist-Lock’ mechanism, which is also found on the central bar too.

When you extend the Buzz Bar Arms, thanks to the Flat Milled Inner and 
the Ergonomic Thumb Screws there is absolutely zero twist, even when 
fully extended and using the clever little device they call the “Easy Tight”, 
all the thumb screws can be tightened “easily”...!

Summit tackle have informed me that all the components are 
manufactured from high grade 303 and 304, ½” Diameter Stainless Steel 
and that each component is carefully manufactured to ensure a perfect fit 
across the range. The Cobalt Black is achieved using a process unique 
to Summit Tackle that hardens the Stainless Steel and this process gives 
a really nice matt black finish. I would also add that this shows no marks 
or scratches from the use it has had since I took ownership of both pods. 
In use, so far, I am extremely happy with this pod. Having used it both 
here in the UK and in France, I am extremely pleased with what it does 
and how it does it. Obviously, this review is not a ‘comparison’ against any 
others out there as I have not used any of the others. It is simply my own 
personal review of the pod. This review is not to try and justify any costs

Mark GalliSummit Tackle
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So, there you have it, my honest review of my Summit Tackle Colosseum 
Pod CB…my first and my last Rod Pod (hopefully).

They do a vast amount of different length sticks and uprights and Buzz 
Bars, along with Stage Stands, Stabilisers and many other accessories 
and you do not need the pod to use the buzz bars and they do two types 
of Goal Post adaptors too. All the gear is well designed and well-made 
and looks good too.

If you buy the long 30” extendable Bank Sticks, you can turn the pod in 
to a skyward pointing ‘Euro-type-Pod’ and fit the Pod Main Bar Extension 
and you have a full on ‘Euro Pod’ with ease or use the Mini Pod points to 
give you a really nice compact look…totally adaptable and versatile.

The one thing I always hear when using this kit on the bank is “Yeah, 
Yeah, it does look good and it looks solid but does it actually put more 
fish on the bank mate…?” My response is always the same “Of course it 
bloody does, mate, the carp love it...!!”

Take a look at the website to see the full range of gear they do at: www.
summittackle.com

Mark Carper
 

either and I am sure there are many of you out there that would not be 
inclined to spend such money on something that you simply rest your 
rods on. That said, if you did, I don’t think you would be disappointed.

I have no affiliation with Summit Tackle and I have paid for everything 
I am reviewing, although they did send me a couple of free Caps and 
some Mugs but that was simply due to the fact that I ordered ‘Double’ of 
everything…!

As I have said, I am very happy with my purchase, however, I do have 
one little gripe…..

When I purchased the gear, I also purchased the Two Rod Adjustable 
‘Colosseum’ Buzz Bar CB. This exactly matches the Three Rod version 
I purchased as part of the Pod kit. The reason for this is that when only 
fishing two rods, I do not like to use a three rod bar. This is just me and 
it again is about aesthetics or as some would say it is because I am a 
“Tackle Tart”. None the less, I wanted the two rod bars and I got them.

What I did not realise, you cannot fit them to the Pod…they are too small 
length ways to fit in the uprights of the pod…Oh Dear…!!!

I could not find anything on the Summit Tackle website about this so gave 
them a call and they confirmed exactly that, it would not fit and was never 
designed too..!

Pity they did not put a note on the website stating this but no matter as I 
found a rather ingenious solution to my problem that involves a little piece 
of 2mm thick rubber cut 15mm by 12mm. This then sits in the top of the 
upright ‘U’ Shape and grips on to the ‘extended’ Buzz Bar arm when the 
thumb screw is tightened. It still allows the bars to be angled if needed 
and allows me to fish two rods on the pod and…….it still looks good…!

Mark GalliSummit Tackle
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Elite 
Tackle 
by 
Mark 
Galli

Elite Tackle and Peak Angling Products

You will have noted, after reading my personal review of the Summit 
Tackle Colosseum Pod, (what do you mean, you didn’t read it….go 
back and read it..!!) I mentioned both Peak Angling Products and Elite 
Tackle with regards to some Pouches and some Custom Indicator Heads.

Elite Tackle

Let me tell you about the ‘Indicator Heads’ first. Elite Tackle are regular 
advertisers in this Magazine and make some superbly crafted items, 
including Distance Sticks, Indicator Heads and Baiting Needles. All their 
products are high quality and come in a range of anodised colours. The 
Distance Sticks and Baiting Needles can be further ‘personalised’ with 
laser etching.

Several months ago, I was introduced to Rowan Charnwick, who is 
the owner of Elite Tackle and told about the distance Sticks he made. 
Subsequently, I had two sets from him and have been extremely pleased 
with the quality of the products.

Now, you may recall that last month, I reviewed a piece of kit called the 
‘Distance Keeper’, which effectively removed the need for Distance Sticks 
and to be fair, I was suitably impressed that the device did exactly what it 
was designed to do but, that said, not everyone will want a ‘gadget’ and it 
certainly does not detract from the fact that Rowan, of Elite Tackle makes 
some top quality ‘Sticks’..!!!

After a brief chat about the type of work he does and the materials and 
finishes he works with, I asked if he could make me a couple of sets of 
custom sized Indicator Heads that would take Matrix Clips and Chains 
but also take the Fox ‘Slik Clip’. He obliged and I soon took possession of 
one set in Purple, for me and one set in Green for Ethan Carper.

Mark Galli
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They are 12mm diameter and 
weigh in at 13g, which is perfect 
for my requirements, however, 
I can fit additional weights if 
required. They are fitted here 
with Matrix Innovations Ball 
Clips and Chains and fit on to 
my Matrix ‘Multi Blocks that are 
on the Buzz Bar. The drilled part 
takes a 20mm Betalight which 
can be seen easily through the 
holes.

They look fantastic in use with the Pod and enhance the looks of the Pod 
too. Take a look at the Facebook page of Elitetackle.co.uk and follow 
them to get news of the new website soon to be launched. All the gear 
is top quality and don’t forget, you can have your name and even a logo 
Laser Etched on to your Distance Sticks and Baiting Needle for that real 
custom feel.
 

Really well made 
and great colours. 
Made to my exact 
measurements and 
the quality was second 
to none, a proper 
custom job. Now 
that is where Rowan 
wished it had ended…
but it wasn’t..!! After 
having and using the 
heads for about twelve 
weeks, I purchased 
two of the Summit 
Tackle Colosseum 

Pods in Cobalt Black and when I set it all up, I felt the ‘heads’ looked out 
of place..!!

What transpired was a series of conversations and photographs of work 
in progress and a couple of weeks ago my fully custom, one of a kind 
(well, six of kind), world exclusive, totally unique heads arrived and all I 
can say is WOW…!!!

The brief was to make them 
match the Colosseum Pod 
and most importantly, the 
‘finish’ of said Pod. I have 
to say, the pictures do not 
do them justice, they are 
awesome in both looks 
and build quality. They took 
Rowan a good while to 
produce as he had to design 
the manufacturing 

Mark GalliElite Tackle
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I discovered Peak Angling Products about six months back when I was 
looking for a ‘Soft’ Case for both my Delkim RX Pro and for the ATTx V2 
Remote for Ethan Carper. I was searching on Ebay and they popped 
up. On visiting their eBay Shop, I discovered they did a varied range of 
Pouches and Cases for all manner of fishing related items.

They had Rod Tip Protectors, Rod Straps, Boilie Air-Dry sacks, Gas 
Canister Covers, Boilie Caddies, Alarm Covers for both Delkim and 
Neville, Scale Pouches, Landing Net Stink Bags, Splash Mats and all 
manner of other pouches with Draw-Cord or Velcro Fastening and even a 
little cover to protect those ‘custom’ Reel Handles that people are so keen 
on, oh yes, and even ‘Camo or Green’ Hot Water Bottle Covers…!!!

As they had what I was after I thought I would give them a try and placed 
the order via eBay.
A few days later the items arrived and my first impression was they 
looked very well made.

The Delkim Pouch was the perfect fit with a Hanging Swivel Clip, Vinyl 
Window, Velcro 
Closer and made 
from fully Fleece 
Lined, Shower Proof 
Material in Green. 
The one for the ATTx 
was exactly the same 
quality but was made 
from ‘Woodlands’ 
camo Waterproof PU 
Coated Fabric, that 
was also Fleece

Peak Angling 
Products

Mark Galli
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Lined (Ethan wanted camo).

After seeing the products, 
I then placed an order 
for eight of the Rod Tip 
Protectors and again, these 
were first class.

Suitably impressed with the 
products, it was an obvious 
choice for me to get some 
more of their pouches when 
I took delivery of the Summit 
Tackle Pod. I wanted 
something to keep the 
additional Legs and Spikes 
in and also something to 
store the Delkim Sang Bars 
in as I do not leave them on 
the alarms.

I messaged Steve 
via Facebook and gave him the sizes of the kit and went with his 
recommendations and ordered a selection of items that suited my needs. 
They were all off the shelf items so to speak and all excellent quality and 
did the job perfectly.

Since then, I have taken delivery of two ‘Custom’ Designed and made, 
Indicator Head Storage Pouches. These have been specifically made to 
take the new heads from Elite Tackle to protect them when stored away. 
I sent Steve a picture of the head and the dimensions and he delivered a 
fantastic product…..

Each pouch has four separate compartments and allows the complete 
Head, including Chain and Clip to be placed in its individual slot and 
then they are all protected with a fold-over Velcro Flap that keeps them 
secure. They do not rattle or move and the pouches are fully Fleeced 
Lined also…the offer great protection from getting damaged in storage or 
transit.

The chains drop in first and sit below the heads so they cannot get 
scratched when lifting them out and everything fits nicely inside the 
Summit Tackle Pod Carry Case and nothing can rub or scratch whilst 
being stored or in transit.

Peak Angling Products already offer a comprehensive range of products 
but can also do bespoke ‘one offs’ should you need it. All the materials 
are top quality and so is the workmanship…take a look at their Facebook 
and Ebay sites, just search for Peak Angling Products.

A key point to remember is that both Elite Tackle and Peak Angling 
Products, provide high end products and yes, you can probably get 
‘similar’ items for less money but then 
they will not be the same quality. The 
other key point is you get to speak with 
the people that actually ‘design and 
make’ the products and that way, you can 
get those ‘customised’ adjustments made 
for a really unique and exacting product.

Again, I have no affiliation with either 
company and the reviews are purely my 
own experiences of the products I have 
‘purchased’….

Mark Carper

Mark GalliPeak Angling Products
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Kryston Jackal By Gary ‘Milky’ Lowe

Kryston jackal is A unique leader material for the carp fisherman looking 
for a hooklink that can handle every situation!
Jackal is made of top quality Spectra fibers and has already proven itself 
with numerous huge catches in different countries. Jackal is extremely 
strong and abrasion resistant at a very low diameter, which is crucial for 
your presentation ive used the jackal on some of the most xtream fishing 
situations one lake that i had been fishing the bars were savage with only 
a couple of foot of water over the top of them  and we were getting cut of 
on the hooklinks as we were bringing the fish over them as soon as we 
changed over to the jackal them cut ofs were near enough no existent so 
if your having trouble with your hooklink beeing cut then give the jackal a 
try 

milky   

TASKA Cutting Tool

Rig tying just became a lot easier 
thanks to Taska, the new Stripper 
‘N’ Cutting tool has been designed 
with the perfectly built body for 
holding against the palm and 
thumb. if your a fan of useing 
Coated braid you can now stripp 
it  effortlessly and perfectly, to get 
that exact legnth of flexi hair,  it 
doesn’t end there, you can  now 
take the braid and cut it to the 
length you want you hooklink  with 
the cutting tool that’s situated and 
the back of the stripper side its  
safe and ultra-sharp. Taska have 
produced a tool that does the 
whole job enabling you to tie more 
efficiently.

Gary LoweGary Lowe
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TASKA Hook Sharpener by Gary Lowe

For a long time now ive been sharpnng my hooks and ive used most out 
there even buying files from DIY stores untill i came across the taska 
diamond flat file ,its not to coarse like most of them   At Taska we believe 
that the biggest edge in carp fishing is a sharp hook well a razer  sharp 
hook , that’s why we have brought out the Diamond Flat Hook File, this 
hook file has been developed for ultra precision hook sharpening. This 
Flat File is easy to use as it is wider than most. On one side you have two 
V grooves, the idea of the V groove is so you do not flatten the hook point 
when sharpening. This will help the hookpoint stay curved & achieve a 
razor sharp point, so if you have never sharpend your hooks befor give it 
a go you will see the diffrence in your catch rate 

Taska Venda Throwing Sticks 
Courtesy of Taska, you can now own a carbon throwing stick without having to go 
into arrears on the mortgage 
Looks, as they say, can be deceptive. Sure, taken at face value, this collection of 
two new throwing sticks appears to be merely another carbon throwing stick from 
another company. But beneath the Venda’s fat-free exterior, it’s different on a couple 
of levels.
Made from an ultra thin yet incredibly strong 3k carbon weave and coupled with a 
soft-grip handle. The result is a throwing stick which weights next to nothing (the 
SR model a measly 66g), meaning you can put your baits out just as far as normal 
but with less power – and that ultimately means a less aching elbow and arm.Use a 
throwing stick on a regular basis and got an aching elbow like Ken Townley? Then 
you’ll love the Venda. Its ultra lightweight body punches through the air, creating 
minimal fatigue and arm strain 
The two sizes will cover two ranges: the Venda SR will put baits up to 21mm 60 to 
70yds, whilst the LR model can land the same sized baits over 100. A Neoprene 
Velcro case will keep it protected during transport and the price tag will do the same 
with your missus  taskacarp.com

Gary Lowe
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Featuring - 
Intorducing - Scott Green,

Brooms Cross Fishery, 
Darren Walter,

Mark Faulkner & Ade Smith
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Scott Green with his amazing Erics Willows brace

51lb

40.12lb

20.11lb
Estate lake

23.4lb 
Exclusive 

Apple slice

Look out for our newest writer in coming issues

Catch Reports Catch Reports



Carl Bersford 
27lb 2oz

Martin 
Atkinson 

upper 
double

Ste Bernstein 
24lb 8oz
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Darren Walter recently went out and smashed 
his long standing P.B with the fish known as No.8 
at a colossal weight of 52lb 6oz when he fished 
on Emperor Lakes in Devon. The Team Pallatrax 
member used the Multiworm hookbait, an inline 
Stonze weight with some Carp Crush method 
wrapped around the Stonze and was duly 
rewarded with this fantastic beast.

24th November 2017

Talking Carps Mark Faulkner and his fishing partner Ade Smith 
braved the freezing temperatures and were rewarded with a 10 
fish haul between them including 3 x 30’s. All of the fish were 
caught using Mainline Cell boilies and Castaway PVA 25mm 

Mesh stick containing crushed boilies.

Catch ReportsCatch Reports
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Crack your carp tactics

Use Finygo to automatically record your carp fishing trips 
and catches to find new trends and patterns 

Join Groups and share your wins with friends to the feed and 
on Facebook 

Talking -
Foreign !!!!

Inside this month -

Etang St Pierremont - 
France

&
Ebro Fishing Dreams - Spain
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PRICE REDUCED !!!!!!
!!!

NOW ONLY £155,000

Book now for 2018 
at a reduced rate



134 135The Little Egret Press
Publisher of limited edition fishing books in luxury leather bound,

hardback and paperback formats. Superb quality books at great value.
To see our full range please visit our website.

   Royalty Days
By Bob Buteux

£24.95
Limited Edition Hardback

Historical Carp Waters

By Chris Ball

£29.95
Limited Edition Hardback

A Kettle of Fish

By Dr. Terry Baxter

£27.95
Limited Edition Hardback

In the Still of the Night

By Andrew Spreadbury

£29.95
Limited Edition Hardback

Phone: 07909 090 983

Email: booksales@l-e-p.com
www.L-E-P.com
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Its been a hard month with flat calm cold days 
then hurricane winds lol. We still managed quite 
afew fish for our clients with plenty 30s and 40s 
topped by a cracking 53.11. Catfishing has been 
hit and miss but we still managed quite afew over 
150lb with the biggest being 177lb
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10% Discount  
to all readers throughout December  

 
Use Code: TALKINGCARP10 

BOA RONNIE RIGS 

Top quality fishing tackle at great  
Prices!!! 

BOA RIGS 
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Facebook - Carpgrancanaria

Twitter - @canarycarpfish

instagram - Carpgrancanaria or
                   carpfishinggrancanaria

Youtube - Carptvgrancanaria

Email - info@costadelcarping.com
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Page 5 - Galaxy Baits
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Thankyou for reading
We would like to wish you and all of 

your family a merry Christmas

Please send your articles and catch reports by 
the 20th December for next months magazine

brian.dixon@talking carp.co.uk
buggy@talkingcarp.co.uk

The Carp magazine
 for Carp anglers written by 

YOU !!!!!!!

‘The Talking Carp Team’

Brian Dixon
Mark Faulkner
Danny Walsh


